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Abstract 

The econometric literature on measuring returns on intangible capital is vast, but we still know little 
about the effects on productivity of different types of intellectual capital (R&D and patents) and 
customer capital (trademarks and advertising). 
The aim of this paper is to estimate the marginal productivity of different types of intangibles by 
relying on the theoretical framework of the production function, which we apply to a large panel of 
Italian companies. To this end, the European accounting system makes it possible to compare the 
impact on productivity of intangibles measured from expenditures (as usual in Anglo-American 
studies) with the impact of intangible assets reported by companies in their balance sheets (a 
measure which is available in the Italian context, for example, but less common in the literature). 
Our results contribute two main findings to the literature. First, among the intangible components, 
the highest marginal productivity is that of intellectual capital, customer capital and intangible 
assets. Second, the use of accounting information on intangible investments is crucial to find high 
effects of intangible assets on productivity, while intangibles measured from expenses seem to play 
a more limited role. Preliminary results obtained from sub-samples mimicking the presence of 
spillovers deliver higher effects of intellectual capital on productivity, suggesting that intangibles’ 
social value is larger than the part we can estimate with individual firm data. 
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1. Introduction 

 Econometric production functions originated in the work of Cobb and Douglas (1928). In 

specifying and estimating production functions, the researcher is interested in many aspects. One of 

the most important of these is the contribution of R&D to productivity at the Firm Level, in order to 

assess the role played by technical progress in economic growth. Some examples of the literature on 

the topic are Crépon et al. (1998) and Hall and Mairesse (1995) for France, Hall and Mairesse 

(1996) for France and the USA, and Mairesse and Jaumandreu (2005) for France and Spain. A 

landscape of the literature is represented by the survey of Mairesse and Sassenou (1991) and 

Griliches’s work (1984, 1994, and 1998). 

 Innovation activity is a broad concept, ranging from the invention of new products and services 

and the improvement of productive, organisational and operational techniques, to the creation of a 

unique public image of a product’s quality. All of them are aspects of a complex process, the end 

results of which may be termed “intangibles”. Returns on intangibles is a subject of considerable 

concern for policy-makers, firm managers and researchers. Policy-makers are concerned with the 

social or economy-wide returns on investment in intangibles, and these returns may be higher or 

lower than private returns to individual firms. Managers are more often concerned with private 

returns, because they are the decision-makers in question. Researchers are interested in both 

aspects: in incentives firms have to make intangible investments, and in the externalities, spillovers 

and other sources of increasing social returns on investment in intangibles. 

 The aim of this paper is to use the firm-level production function approach to estimate the 

empirical magnitude of the elasticities of capital inputs, comparing tangibles and intangibles, as 

well as different types of intangibles. This last point is important because, in spite of a large amount 

of empirical evidence at the level of aggregate intangibles, we still know little about the 

disaggregated effects on productivity of different types of intangibles (a recent survey is Hall et al., 

2010). The paper also applies results to a discussion of intangible spillovers (on this issue see, e.g., 

Griliches, 1992). 
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In particular, the paper compares intellectual capital and customer capital, as well as expensed 

and capitalised intangibles. The estimated parameter for aggregate intangibles will be used as a 

benchmark both to assess existing findings and to set up the empirical framework for the 

disaggregate results which, to the best of our knowledge, have been explored very little to date. The 

firm-level data are for Italy, covering the 1982-2010 period. 

The first distinction is between intellectual capital, IK, and customer capital, CK. Intellectual 

capital includes information technology and telecommunications, engineering and design, R&D and 

related services, filing for a patent and registering an industrial design for copyright, engaging in 

production process innovation or organisational and operational innovation or product/service 

innovation. Since Weiss (1969) it has been acknowledged that, ideally, intellectual capital (IK) costs 

might be capitalised, as such expenditures yield benefits mainly in the future; see also Lev (2005). 

As far as customer capital, IC, is concerned, it includes marketing, advertising, promotions, market 

research and trademarks. Telser (1961) and Hirschey (1982) point out that continuous advertising is 

important if consumers are not to forget the innovations developed by a company. Similarly, brand 

names are essential for the economic growth of businesses: they allow one product to be identified 

and distinguished from other products, creating a unique image of a product’s quality among the 

buying public. Hence brands and similar items represent key competitive factors which influence 

company sales, and they can be viewed as a capital good that depreciates over time and needs 

maintenance and repair. 

 The second distinction is between intangible capital from expensed intangibles, ICA, and 

intangible capital from capitalised intangibles, IBS. Intangible capital from expensed intangibles, 

ICA, is obtained by capitalising the intangible costs reported by companies in their current accounts. 

To do so, the perpetual inventory method (PIM, outlined in Griliches, 1979) with a single 

depreciation rate is used to construct the intangible capital produced by these costs. This is the 

measure of the knowledge capital produced by R&D expenses, which is used by almost all the 

studies reviewed above. Knowledge capital from capitalised intangibles, IBS, is directly given by 
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the intangible assets recorded by companies in their balance sheets. In this case R&D is treated as 

an investment which is cumulated in a stock, depreciated and reduced in the same way as 

investment in a plant or in a piece of tangible equipment. This measure is not available in the firm-

level data for the United States. The Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB, 1974 and 

1985), which is the primary body in US that sets reporting standards, mandates that all R&D costs 

must be immediately expensed (Statements of the Financial Accounting Standards, SFAS No. 2). In 

contrast, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB, 2004), which issues international 

financial reporting standards (IFRS) to over 100 countries including the European Union, allows for 

the capitalisation of many intangibles (International Accounting Standards, IAS No. 38).1 Although 

capitalised assets are available in European firm-level data, the literature analysing productivity in 

European countries disregarded it. One reason for this may be that Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles (GAAP), i.e. the set of rules and practices having substantial authoritative support and 

used by companies to compile their financial statements, despite being issued by the IASB, leave 

too much leeway for managerial discretion in deciding what kind of information convey to the 

investors in the financial markets. 

 The literature on intangible spillover is usually based on extended production with both 

internal/local and external/neighbourhood R&D capital stocks, in addition to the more traditional 

factors of production of labour and physical capital (see, e.g., Mairesse and Mulkay, 2008). In order 

to fully exploit company micro-data and the information on different types of intangibles, this paper 

explores the role of knowledge externalities by splitting the sample into subsets of firms that might 

be more strongly affected by the presence of intangible spillovers. 

From the methodological point of view, the main set of issues regarding regression-based 

studies on productivity revolves around the question of how output is measured and whether the 

available measures actually capture the contribution of R&D (direct or spillover), and how R&D 

                                                                 
1 FASB and IFRS accounting standards are due to converge, and the US will make the switch to IFRS to 2016. For an 

international comparison of accounting principles concerning intangibles, see Stolowy and Jany-Cazavan (2001). 
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“capital” is to be constructed, deflated and depreciated. This explains why this paper dedicates so 

much attention to data construction and to a certain number of robustness checks. 

The relationship between productivity and intangible inputs is modelled through three different 

production functions. The first is an extended Cobb-Douglas function into which intangible and 

tangible inputs enter multiplicatively. The multiplicative Cobb-Douglas is the accepted standard in 

the literature on productivity as it is simple and easy to interpret and estimate with regression 

techniques. However, simplicity comes at the price of several restrictive assumptions, such as 

unitary elasticity of substitution between intangibles and tangibles. The second production function 

is characterised by an additive form of total capital (a weighted sum of its intangible and tangible 

components), which implies an infinite elasticity of substitution. The third production function 

expresses total capital as a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) function of its tangible and 

intangible components. The CES function is more flexible, since the elasticity of substitution is 

estimated rather than restricted to a value of one or infinity, as it is in the previous two 

multiplicative and additive cases, nested in CES. Besides comparing the results  produced by 

different functional forms, we also analyse a variety of specifications, from the least constrained 

ones, i.e. non-constant returns to scale, to the most constrained ones, i.e. total factor productivity. 

 In order to obtain quantitative outcomes from this theoretical framework we use alternative 

panel data estimation techniques. Overall, all these estimates make it possible to assess the 

robustness of our results, and to interpret unsatisfactory results – such as low and insignificant 

capital coefficients or unreasonably low estimates of returns to scale – which often arise when 

applying panel methods to micro-data (see Griliches and Mairesse, 1998).  

 The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the theoretical underpinnings and the 

corresponding empirical issues to be tackled in order to develop the empirical models. Section 3 is 

devoted to data sources and measurement issues. In particular, it outlines Italian reporting rules on 

intangibles, and presents the accounting information available at the firm level for both intangible 

and tangible capital stocks, together with a preliminary analysis of the variables used in our 
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analyses. The empirical outcomes are presented in Section 4 at the level of aggregate intangibles, 

and in Section 5 at the disaggregate level; we disentangle the contribution made to productivity by 

each intangible component (expensed and capitalised intangibles; intellectual and customer capital), 

and attempt to extend previous estimates to account for the presence of spillovers enhancing the 

microdata-based measure of intangibles' social value. Section 6 contains some concluding remarks. 

Details of various aspects of the issues presented in the main text are reported in the technical 

appendices. 

 

2. The theoretical framework and the related empirical issues 

 The literature interested in measuring the effect of intangibles on productivity is vast, and an 

array of alternative methodologies is available, with various strengths and weaknesses. Among 

these, the parametric method of estimating production functions' is the most common and is usually 

accomplished through three "workhorse" theoretical production function specifications: the Cobb-

Douglas with multiplicative total capital, TCm
it=(Cα

it Kit
γ)1/(α+γ); the Cobb-Douglas with additive 

total capital, TCa
it=(Cit+ζKit); and the constant elasticity of substitution (CES) in capital inputs 

production function, where the total capital is TCc
it=(C-ρ

it+ φ K-ρ
it)

-1/ρ.  

 The main advantage of this theoretical framework is that CES production function is a flexible 

model (but with a related heavy empirical burden) in which the two Cobb-Douglas representations 

are nested (details below). The three theoretical specifications of this paper for multiplicative, 

additive Cobb-Douglas and CES, respectively are: 

(1)  Qit=Ai Bt L
β

it C
α

it K
γ
it e

εmit , 

(2)  Qit=Ai Bt L
β

it (Cit+ ζKit)
λ eεait , 

(3)  Qit=Ai Bt L
β

it (C
-ρ

it + φ K-ρ
it)

-λ / ρ eεcit . 

where Qit indicates the value added for different firms i over time t. The terms Ai and Bt are 

efficiency parameters or indicators of the state of technology: Ai expresses non-measurable firm-

specific characteristics; Bt expresses the macroeconomic events that affect all companies to the 
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same degree. Labels C and K are for tangible and intangible stocks; the related parameters α and γ 

are the elasticities of output with respect to each stock; hence, λ=α +γ measures the returns to scale 

to capital inputs. Parameter ζ in equation (2) measures the marginal productivity of intangibles over 

that of tangibles. Label L is for the labour input, and the associated parameter, β, is the elasticity of 

output with respect to L. The disturbance terms εm, εa, and εc are the usual idiosyncratic shocks. 

Although for simplicity indexes i and t are not reported for L, C, and K variables, also for them we 

assume that a panel of data is available; data sources and measurement issues are in Section 3. 

 Equations (1) and (2) can be viewed as particular cases of the CES specification (3) where: φ is 

the distribution parameter (or capital input intensity parameter) associated with the relative capital 

factor shares in the product; -1 ≤ ρ ≤ ∞ is the substitution parameter that determines the value of 

elasticity of substitution, i.e. the measure of the ease with which one capital input may be 

substituted by another at the same level of production.  

 From the definition of elasticity of substitution as the percentage change in capital factor ratios 

over the percentage change in the marginal rate of technical substitution (MRTS i.e. the marginal 

productivity of intangible capital over tangible one), we note that, in the CES production function, it 

is constant and equal to 
ρ

σ
+

==
1

1

)log(

)/log(

MRTSd

KCd
; whereas the ratio of marginal products of 

intangibles and tangibles depends on the ratio C/K and is given by 

1

/

/
+








=
∂∂
∂∂=

ρ

ϕ
K

C

CQ

KQ
MRTS .  

 Finally, CES elasticity of output to capital inputs depends, besides on the values of the 

parameters λ, φ and ρ, on each capital input/total capital ratio. For example, in the case of 

intangible capital, we have 
cTC

K

Q

K
K

KC

Q

KQ

KQ ρ
ρ

ρρ λϕλϕ
ϕ

−
−

−− =
+

=∂∂
/

/
. 

 According to the value of ρ parameter, different production functions are nested in the CES 

one. In the present paper we refer to the following two cases (i) and (ii ). 
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 (i) When ρ → 0 we have that σ → 1, which is the elasticity of substitution of the Cobb-

Douglas production function with multiplicative specification of the total capital, TCm, of equation 

(1). In fact, [ ] ϕϕρρρ

ρ
ϕ +−−−

→
=+ 1/1/1

0
)(lim itit KCKC  and, hence ( )[ ] itm

ititittiit eKCLBAQ ε
λϕϕβ +

=
1/1

, where 

α = λ/(1+ φ), γ = λ φ /(1+ φ), and 






=






=
K

C

K

C
MRTS

α
γϕ . This multiplicative Cobb-Douglas is 

often used in the literature on productivity because of its simplicity in parameters' interpretation and 

estimation. However, this simplicity comes to a price in terms of restrictions imposed on the 

modelled production process. The output elasticity with respect to tangibles or intangibles are 

assumed to be constant (equal to α and γ, respectively), which are invariant over time, along 

different output levels, ratio of inputs, etc. The elasticity of substitution is one, implying a uniform 

flexibility of the response of the capital input ratio to changes in relative capital input costs, while 

different economic scenarios faced by companies might lead to different degrees of use of capital 

inputs. In other terms, different types of capital are not fully substitutable and this could be too 

restrictive and, therefore, not data congruent. 

(ii ) When ρ → -1 we have that σ → ∞ , which is the elasticity of substitution of the Cobb-Douglas 

production function with the additive specification of total capital, TCc ≡ TCa, of equation (2). This 

additive Cobb-Douglas model is less restricted than equation (1) because it relaxes the assumption 

of constant output elasticity with respect to capital inputs, and assumes, as the CES equation (3), 

that the elasticity of output depends on the level of capital input/total capital ratio. For example, in 

the case of intangible capital, we have that aTC

K
λζ

Q

K
ζ

ζKC

λQ

KQ

KQ =
+

=∂∂
/

/
. Moreover, the 

assumption σ =1, as in equation (1), is relaxed in favour of a flexible (in the limit, perfect) 

substitution between intangibles and tangibles. In fact, a small percentage change in the ratio of 

marginal product of intangibles to marginal product of tangibles engenders large percentage 

changes in the intangibles-tangibles ratio; in the limit, adding a unit of intangibles and removing a 

unit of tangibles will not lead to any change in the marginal products of neither of them, as they 
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are perfectly substitutable. Therefore, the marginal rate of technical substitution is constant, 

ζ
CQ

KQ
MRTS ≡=

∂∂
∂∂= ϕ

/

/
. As for the CES production function, the greater flexibility of the 

additive Cobb-Douglas entails a more complex specification and an heavier empirical burden than 

the multiplicative one. This fact sometimes leads to results which are difficult to reconcile with the 

estimates from the multiplicative Cobb-Douglas formulation (partly because they are usually less 

robust, depending to a larger extent on the measurement of intangible and tangible assets; see e.g. 

Mairesse and Sassenou (1991). The CES specification in equation (3) allows to test whether σ (the 

flexibility of response of the capital input ratio to changes in relative capital input costs) is either 

equals to or greater than one.  

 Overall, the relationships between the parameters of the three alternative production function 

specifications are summarised in Table 1.  

Table 1 here 

 By taking the logarithms of equations (1)-(3), and defining all the variables per employee, the 

multiplicative, additive and CES production functions become, respectively: 

(1')  (q-l)it = ai + bt + (µ -1)lit + α(cit -lit) + γ(kit -lit) + εmit , 

(2')  (q-l)it = ai + bt + (µ -1)lit + λ(tca
it-l it) + εait , 

(3')  (q-l)it = ai + bt + (µ -1)lit + (λ / -ρ) (tcc
it-l it) + εcit , 

where lower-case letters denote logarithms; µ = (λ+β); in (2') tca
it-l it = log[(Cit+ζKit)/Lit] ; and in (3') 

tcc
it-l it = log[(Cit/Lit)

-ρ+ φ(Kit/Lit)
-ρ)] . 

 In estimating the parameters of (1'), (2') and (3'), we have to face a number of empirical issues, 

namely: (a) the specification of the individual and temporal heterogeneity (ai and bt), and of the 

error terms (εmit, εait, εcit); (b) the non-linearity of (2') and (3') in the parameters ζ, ρ and φ; (c) the 

endogeneity of some explanatory variables; (d) the estimation of the MRTS in equation (1'), of the 

elasticity of output with respect to intangibles and tangibles in equation (2'), and of the MRTS and 

the elasticities in equation (3'). 
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 Issue (a) involves a number of modelling assumptions about: the non-measurable firm-specific 

advantages (like management ability); the influence of macroeconomic drivers (such as the business 

cycle, the disembodied technical change - i.e. the change over time in the rates of productivity 

growth); the use of common price deflators across firms (due to the usual lack of information about 

prices at the firm-level); the effect of imposing parameter homogeneity, whereas companies may 

have different production functions and rates of utilisation of various categories of input. In doing 

so, we assume four alternative specifications for the ai and bt parameters. 

 (i) Absence of individual effects (pooled OLS estimation), but the presence of industry and 

temporal heterogeneity that the exploratory data analysis and changes in the accounting standards 

suggest as relevant. This assumption is implemented by adding industry and time dummies to 

models' specification. If individual effects (resulting from companies’ heterogeneity in terms of 

their technologies, efficiency levels and use of inputs) are correlated with models' regressors, 

pooled estimates will be affected by omitted-variables bias. 

 (ii ) Two-way fixed effects, both individual and temporal (within estimation). These estimates 

allow for additive firm-effects by using demeaned (by firm) data. 

 (iii ) Modelling growth rates (first-differences OLS), which in the empirical models is an 

alternative way to allow for additive firms effects. 

 (iv) Modelling rates of growth over 5 years (non-overlapping long-differences or five-year 

differences), which is another way of estimating equations with individual effects. The advantage of 

long-differences over approaches (ii ) and (iii ) is that it preserves the cross-sectional dimension of 

variability. In panel data with a large N compared to T, this implies that the large variance between 

companies is used to identify the relevant coefficients, thus reducing the effects of other forms of 

misspecifications by obscuring the remaining signal in the data; see Griliches and Mairesse (1998). 

 Again about issue (a), we have to acknowledge that in large panels of micro data 

heteroscedasticity in error terms εmit, εait, and εcit can be substantial. In other terms, we a priori 

know that pure heteroscedasticity  (i.e. that errors have zero-means and variances which vary by 
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firm i and time t) is bound to affect our inferences.2 Accordingly, we make inferences using robust 

standard errors with the Eicker-Huber-White estimator, see Baum, Schaffer and Stillman (2003) 

about its Stata implementation. This practice of making robust inferences as if heteroscedasticity 

was pure (i.e. independently on the presence and on the source of heroscedasticity) is discussed and 

motivated in Wooldridge (2002).  

 In order to deal with issue (b), we firstly performed grid-searches on parameters ζ, ρ and φ of 

the additive Cobb-Douglas and CES specifications, and obtain initial estimates by minimising 

equations' residual sum of squares. Then, we applied iterative procedures to first-order Taylor series 

approximations of equations (2') and (3') around initial values of ζ, ρ and φ which are set to the 

initial values obtained from the grid-searches mentioned above. Details about both grid-search and 

iterative procedures are provided in Appendix A1.  

 Issue (c) derives from a number of possible causes: the endogeneity of inputs and output in the 

production function; the efficiency levels - known to companies but not to the researcher - which 

could induce correlation between firm-effects and explanatory variables; the omission of the rates 

of use of labour and capital (such as working hours per employee and hours of operation per 

machine); other measurement errors due to e.g. changes in accounting standards and requirements, 

lack of information about both depreciation rates and prices at firm-level. Since we assume a one-

period gestation lag before intangible and tangible stocks (K and C) become fully productive, we 

specify the models with beginning-of-period capital measures; in the present context, this fact has 

the advantage of avoiding or reducing the correlation between capital inputs and equations' 

disturbance terms.3 The simultaneity issue should be of less importance in the case of labour 

because it is measured by the average number of employees (for about half of observations). 

 Independently on economic endogeneity, changes in accounting legislation together with a lack 

of information about the different categories of workers could lead to measurement errors and so 

                                                                 
2 As pointed out by a referee, there are also risks of impure heteroscedasticity, induced by specification problems such 

as not valid assumption of homogeneous slope parameter and/or omitted variables and/or incorrect functional form. 
3 We also estimated using end-of-period capital measures; results were qualitatively the same.  
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stochastic regressors. One way of dealing with endogeneity is the use of GMM estimators (see 

Bontempi and Mairesse, 2008). The imposition of theoretical restrictions to specific values of 

parameters in equations (1')-(3') is another way, easy to implement and interpret, of tackling 

endogeneity. This latter approach involves three steps: (s1) assuming firms' profit maximization, the 

labour elasticity, β, can be set equal to the share of labour costs in the value added; (s2) we 

calculate the total factor productivity (tfpc) by imposing constant returns to scale, µ =1; (s3) we 

regress total factor productivity against intangible capital, as shown in equations (1'')-(3''): 

(1'')  tfpcm
it = ai + bt + γ(k-c)it + εmit , 

(2'')  tfpca
it = ai + bt + (1-β0)(ζ-ζ(0))pK

a(0)
it + εait , 

(3'')  tfpcc
it = ai + bt + [(1 β0)/-ρ](φ - φ (0))pK

c(0)
it + εcit , 

where tfpcm
it = qit –β0 lit -(1-β0)cit; tfpca

it = qit – β0l it -(1-β0)tc
a(0)

it and tca(0)
it = log(Cit+ζ(0)Kit); tfpcc

it 

= qit – β0l it –[(1-β0)/-ρ]tcc(0)
it and tcc(0)

it = log(C-ρ
it + φ(0)K-ρ

it). 

Parameter β0, labelled as slmed, is set equal to the sample median of the share of labour cost in 

value added (sl)4. Note that equations (2'') and (3'') above are represented as first-order Taylor-series 

approximations around the initial values ζ(0) and φ(0) (details are in Appendix A1).  

 Issue (d) is about the way to compute measures which depend on both parameter estimates and 

the level of some variables. For example, MRTS in equation (1') may be computed as 
q

q K

C

α

γ
ζ 







=
ˆ

ˆˆ , 

where the index q refers to three different measures of the tangibles to intangibles ratio: the 1st, 2nd 

and 3rd quartiles of the C/K ratio distribution.  

The elasticity of output with respect to intangible capital (and similarly to tangible capital) in 

equation (2') may be estimated as =qγ̂  
q

KC

K











+ ζ
ζλ

ˆ
 ˆ ˆ  

q
aCT

K







=
ˆ

ˆˆζλ  where, again, q shows that 

                                                                 
4 We also experimented with different measures of the share of labour cost in the value-added, such as industry 

medians, company medians, and the Törnqvist measure 1/2∆slit. Results are robust. 
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we estimate three γ̂ , corresponding to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd quartiles of distribution of the ratio of 

intangibles to estimated total capital.  

The same procedure is also followed to compute the output elasticity with respect to capital 

inputs, and the marginal productivity of intangibles over that of tangibles in the case of equation 

(3'): =qγ̂  
q

c
q CT

K

KC

K













=









+

−

−−

−

ˆ
ˆˆ

ˆ
ˆˆ

ˆ

ˆˆ

ˆ ρ

ϕλ
ϕ

ϕλ ρρ

ρ

 and 
q

q K

C
ζ



















=
+1ˆ

ˆˆ
ρ

ϕ . 

 For the CES production function the contribution to productivity of different types of 

intangibles can be measured in the following way. The definition of total factor productivity in this 

case of two different types of intangibles (e.g. intellectual versus customer capital, or capitalised 

versus expensed intangibles) is: tfpcd
it = qit – β0l it –[(1-β0)/-ρ]tcd

it , where d = a or b denotes the two 

comparisons between types of intangibles (if d = a  we compare intellectual and customer capital, 

IK and IC; if d = b we compare capitalised and expensed intangibles, IBS and ICA). In total factor 

productivity formula above we have tcd
it = log(TCd

it) = log(C-ρ
it + φ1K1

-ρ
it + φ2K2

-ρ
it), where sub-

indexes 1 and 2 indicate IK and IC for d = a and IBS and ICA for d = b; again β0, is equal to slmed, 

the median of the share of labour cost in value added (sl). 

 In this (disaggregated) context, the elasticity of output with respect to each intangibles' 

component and its marginal productivity with respect to that of tangibles can be estimated with the 

following formulae:  

 
q

d

q

q
d

CT

K

KKC

K













=











++
=

−

−−−

−

ˆ
ˆˆ

ˆˆ
ˆˆˆ

ˆ

1
1ˆ

22
ˆ

11
ˆ

ˆ
1

11

ρ

ϕλ
ϕϕ

ϕλγ ρρρ

ρ

 and 

q

q
d

K

C
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which combines the estimates of the total factor productivity equation with the 1st, 2nd and 3rd 

quartiles q of the sample distribution of relevant capital ratios data, and where 1 = IK and 2 = IC for 

d = a and 1 =IBS and 2 =ICA for d = b; q
d

2γ̂  and q
dζ 2

ˆ  are obtained similarly. 
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3. Data sources and measurement issues 

 The estimation of the theoretical models listed above is based on a dataset of company data for 

the variables Q, L, C, and K. Our dataset is constructed from three sources: the Company Accounts 

Data Service (CADS) for the financial reporting information, the National Accounts data (NA) of 

the Italian National Institute for Statistics (ISTAT) for depreciation rates and deflators, and the 

Survey on Investment in Manufacturing Firms (SIM) conducted annually by the Bank of Italy for 

the purpose of selecting sub-samples according to the presence of spillovers (see Section 5). 

The main data source is CADS provided by Centrale dei Bilanci, a company – set up jointly by 

the Bank of Italy andthe ABI (Italian Banking Association) and other leading Italian banks – which 

has been collecting firm-level data since 1982. CADS is a large database with detailed accounting 

information from more than 148,000 Italian companies operating in a wide range of industrial and 

service sectors. CADS is highly representative of the population of Italian firms, covering over 50% 

of the value added by those companies included in the Italian Central Statistical Office’s Census. 

Further details of this dataset can be found in Bontempi (2011). 

  Appendix A2.1 describes the cleaning rules applied to the original CADS dataset. The final 

sample we selected is an unbalanced panel of 14,254 Italian manufacturing firms with an average of 

6.7 years over the 1982-1999 period (94,968 observations). 

 

3.1. The measurement of tangible and intangible capital: the information provided by company 

accounts  

 Table 2 shows how we used accounting items in order to define tangible (Panel A) and 

intangible (Panel B) capital stocks. Each cell of Table 2 contains details of the accounting 

categories of tangibles and intangibles available in our dataset.  

Table 2 here 

 Panel A illustrates our definition of tangible stock. As with intangibles, the cells show the six 

tangible assets, from (T1) to (T6), enumerated by the Italian GAAP. We label these categories TBSr, 
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where r=bui, pla, equ, oth, unc, lea. Our definition of total tangible capital is C=∑r

rTBS , where 

r=bui  (buildings), pla (plants), and equ (equipment). We therefore excluded leasing (r=lea) as it is 

essentially insignificant, and dismissed and uncompleted tangibles (r=oth, unc) because of their 

not-yet and/or no-longer productive nature.5 

Panel B of Table 2, which focuses on intangibles, merits further explanation because it has to 

do with the debate on whether and which category of intangibles it would be better to capitalise or 

to expense. These questions are the most controversial issues that have recently been raised in the 

literature on the topic. From the microeconomic point of view, mention should be made of the 

debate faced by the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASC) when developing the 

International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS - International Accounting Standards, IAS, until 

2002) designed to be universally adopted. Improving accounting for intangibles is one of the major 

challenges for future financial reporting because the asymmetric way of dealing with tangible 

resources – treated as investments – and intangible resources - treated as costs – is believed to have 

increasingly reduced the value-relevance of financial reporting (Høegh-Krohn and Knivsflå 2000). 

Microeconomic analysis of this issue is provided by the works of Lev (see, e.g., Lev, 2001). Yet the 

debate is of interest from the macroeconomic point of view, too: firms’ expenditures in knowledge 

creation until now have largely been excluded from national accounts (GDP) and capital stock, and 

uncounted intangibles have a significantly negative effect on the measured pattern of economic 

growth. For this reason, one of the major changes in defining the new System of National Accounts 

(SNA) regards the recognition of non-ICT intangibles: innovative property such as R&D, design 

and product development in financial services, and economic competencies such as market 

research, advertising, training and organisational capital; see the literature, starting from Corrado et 

al. (2005 and 2009).6 

                                                                 
5 When we use the broader definition of tangibles, estimation results do not change significantly. All non-reported 

results of the present paper are available upon request. 
6 Software, mineral explorations and entertainment and artistic originals are the only components that are considered 

investment in current national accounts data. 
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 In Italy the reporting of intangibles is subject to a combination of national GAAP7 and IAS 38 

plus IFRS 3 standards (which supersede IAS 22). This combination implies that, notwithstanding 

the fact that the criteria employed in recognising intangible assets are similar to those of the 

IAS/IFRS,8 this combination accounts for more intangible assets than those provided for by 

IAS/IFRS. In fact, Italian GAAP present a specific list of intangibles that should be capitalised, i.e. 

recorded as assets in the balance sheet: (I1) start-up and expansion expenses; (I2) research, 

development and advertising costs; (I3) patents and intellectual property rights; (I4) concessions, 

licences, trademarks and similar rights; (I5) goodwill; (I6) assets being evaluated and payments on 

accounts related to intangible assets; (I7) others. Italian GAAP also require that certain other 

specific intangibles (or those intangibles that do not qualify for capitalisation as assets) are 

recognised as costs when incurred. Hence, deferred charges – such as development costs, 

advertising and applied research spending – and items such as brands are intangibles capitalised as 

assets and thus treated as valuable investments by Italian GAAP. In contrast, the criteria for 

recognition of an intangible asset applied by IAS/IFRS and based on the prudence principle imply 

that resources spent on such items can only be expended and thus reported as costs.9 The 

justification at the basis of IAS/IFRS is the uncertain, discontinuous nature of many intangibles: the 

amount of intangibles to be capitalised would be too subjective, thus offering managers a means by 

which to manipulate reported earnings and asset values. 

 It could be argued, however, that the level of uncertainty of specific intangibles is not notably 

higher than the uncertainty of other corporate investments, such as stocks or bonds. The expensing 

                                                                 
7 Based on article 2424 of the Italian Civil Code, on Legislative Decree no. 127/91 implementing the Fourth European 

Commission Directive which modified a number of accounting standards, and on principle no. 24 of the Commissione 

per la Statuizione dei Principi Contabili of the Consiglio Nazionale dei Dottori Commercialisti e Ragionieri. 
8 An intangible asset should be recognized at cost if and only if it is identifiable, it is probable that specifically 

attributable economic benefits will flow from the assets, and its cost can be measured reliably. 
9 Intangibles initially recognized as an expense should not be recognized as part of the cost of an intangible asset at a 

later date. 
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of intangibles also affords managers a powerful manipulation tool which is arguably more 

damaging than manipulation-via-capitalisation. The disparity of treatment between intangible and 

tangible assets could make short-term behaviour attractive to managers; furthermore, it could 

mislead investors relying upon the financial statement as their primary source of information. 

Several descriptive studies, in fact, document that not recognising intangibles as assets hampers the 

value-relevance of financial statements (among others, Aboody and Lev, 1998, regarding software 

development costs). Statistical evidence also suggests that the capitalised value of intangibles, such 

as R&D costs, would provide important information to investors when they are pricing securities 

(Lev and Sougiannis, 1996, and Hulten and Hao, 2008). 

 In Table 2, Panel B, the categories from (I1) to (I7) represent the intangibles which, according 

to Italian GAAP, are capitalised; we have labelled these categories IBSj (j=start, rd, pat, mark, god, 

fin) to indicate intangible capital stock reported in the balance sheets. For the sake of consistency, 

we created categories (I8)-(I10) to indicate intangibles that cannot be capitalised, but only 

expensed; in these cases, the intangible capital stocks are computed from the costs, DEh (h=rd, pat, 

adv), reported in current accounts, according to the PIM described in Appendix A2.2. We have 

labelled these intangibles ICAh (h=rd, pat, adv). 

The Italian case thus makes it possible to lighten the effect of both capitalised and expensed 

intangibles on company productivity. In other terms, the treating intangibles as assets for 

accounting purposes exploits inside information about depreciation/obsolescence and expectations 

concerning future profits on the part of managers; these settlements are unknown to the 

econometrician and can be compared with assumptions about the starting values, the depreciation 

rates and the negligibility of disinvestment/scrapping he makes when implementing the PIM 

formula. 

We can also disentangle the effect on productivity of the different natures of intangibles: those 

having to do with research, development, information and communication technology, which we 

call intellectual capital, IK, and those exploiting and improving relationships of a company with its 
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customers, which we call customer capital, CK. Of course, we can also assess which of the two 

types – intellectual or customer –is mainly composed of capitalised or expensed intangibles. 

Hence, we define total intangible capital (K) in two different ways. 

(1) Focusing on the different accounting treatment, we define K = IBS + ICA (along the rows of 

Table 2, Panel B). Intangibles capitalised as assets and thus treated as valuable investments are 

∑=
j

jIBSIBS  with j=rd  (applied research and development costs, advertising costs which are 

functional and essential to the start-up phase), pat (purchased and internally-developed patents, 

software and intellectual property rights), and mark (purchased and internally-developed 

trademarks, concessions, licences and similar rights). Intangibles expensed, and thus reported as 

costs, are ICA=∑h

hICA  with h=rd (basic research), pat (regular licence fees paid for patents), 

and adv (operative and recurrent advertising). 

(2) Focusing on the economic nature of intangibles, we also define K = IK + CK (along the 

columns of Table 2, panel B). Intellectual capital is IK=∑ j

jIBS +∑h

hICA , with j=rd, pat and 

h=rd, pat; it is composed of R&D and patents regardless of whether they are capitalised or 

expensed. Customer capital is CK= hj ICAIBS + , with j=mark and h=adv; it consists of 

trademarks (capitalised) and advertising (expensed). 

 The last column in Table 2, Panel B, shows the accounting information on other intangibles 

which is available to us in the balance sheets. Formation/expansion/start-up expenses (start) and 

goodwill (good) have not been taken into consideration, given their miscellaneous or peculiar 

natures, which require further, specific analysis.10 Deferred financial charges (fin) have to be 

excluded from the analysis of company productivity; finally the category (I6), given its specific 

nature, has been reallocated to other categories, from (I1) to (I5).11 

                                                                 
10The results are assessed in terms of whether they are robust enough to “start-up” to the inclusion of the start category. 
11 The reallocation procedures also take into account the legislative changes introduced in 1992, when the fourth 

European Commission Directive was implemented by statutory law (Legislative Decree no. 127/91). Bontempi (2011) 
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3.2. Intangible capital components: occurrence and magnitude compared with tangible capital 

 In this section we analyse the magnitude and occurrence of intangible capital and its 

components. Each cell of Tables 3 and 4 shows the mean (in the first row), the weighted average (in 

the second row) and the median (in squared brackets, third row) of the ratio of intangibles to 

tangibles (in Table 3) and of the percentage composition of total intangible capital (in Table 4). The 

figures in Table 3 refer to: the book values of both intangible and tangible assets (in columns (1)); 

the replacement values for intangible assets and the book values of tangible assets (in columns (2)); 

the replacement values of both intangible and tangible assets (in columns (3)). Replacement values 

are obtained by applying the PIM; of course, stocks computed from expensed intangibles are always 

at replacement values (see Appendix A.2.2). The comparison of assets at both book and 

replacement values with intangible capital computed from expensed intangible costs makes it 

possible to evaluate the effect of estimating stocks instead of using assets as they are reported in the 

balance sheets. Since results are robust to the use of different measures (book or replacement 

values) of capitalised intangibles (and tangibles), in Table 4 both intangible and tangible assets are 

at book values, as in columns (1) of Table 3.12 

Table 3 and 4 here 

 Distinguishing between the different types of intangibles, advICA  (the part of customer capital 

relating to operative and recurrent advertising costs) and ∑ j

jIBS  with j=rd, pat (the component 

of intellectual capital due to applied R&D, patents, software and intellectual property rights) are the 

first and second most important intangibles, regardless of the scale attributed to the phenomenon 

(total tangibles or total intangibles). The component of customer capital capitalised by firms, 

markIBS  (trademarks, concessions, licences and similar rights) and the part of intellectual capital 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
illustrates the procedures we followed in order to link the reporting rules of Italian GAAP with the accounting 

information available for our sample of Italian companies, and the empirical variables suitable for productivity analysis. 
12 See also the estimation results reported in Table 10 of Bontempi and Mairesse (2008).  
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computed from basic research costs and licence fees paid for patents, ∑h

hICA  with h=rd, pat , 

follow in third and fourth positions respectively.  

 Intangible capital and its components are further analysed by taking into account the role of 

values equal to zero.13 The results are reported in Table 5, for total manufacturing (in bold) and for 

the sub-samples of manufacturing according to their global technological intensity. 

Table 5 here 

 To make comparison easier, the first row, labelled “Full sample Total”, shows the same results 

as those given in Table 3, columns (1). The upper part of Table 5 reveals how the average 

intangible-to-tangible ratios change in the sub-samples in which total intangible capital and the two 

combinations of its components are never equal to zero. The percentage of observations featuring 

zero intangibles is not relevant (about 17%), as is clear if we compare the numbers of observations 

in the “Full sample Total” and the “K never zero Total” rows. 

 The “Both IK and CK never zero Total” and “Both IBS and ICA never zero Total” observations 

represent 64% and 35%, respectively, of the “K never zero Total” sample. Advertising expenses are 

rarely characterised by continuous initial zeros; hence, the stock advICA computed by the PIM, 

which is the main component of CK, is almost unaffected by zeros. In contrast, the rare presence of 

initial non-zero observations in R&D and patent expenses affects the corresponding stocks, 

included in ICA. 

Given the definition of intangible capital presented in Table 2, the comparison of the 

percentages reported in the “IK never zero (and CK zero) Total” row shows that intellectual capital 

is mainly composed of applied R&D and patents (77%), which are recognised as an asset and thus 

included in IBS. Basic research and patent royalties (expensed out and included in the ICA 

component) represent only 23% of IK (and are an almost negligible component of ICA). In contrast, 

                                                                 
13 At the parameter-estimation stage, we used two approaches: focusing on the sub-sample of K never equal to zero; 

using the full sample and including specific dummy variables indicating observations with null values for intangibles. 

The results are quite robust, especially, as expected, in the additive and CES specifications, equations (2) and (3). 
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operative and recurrent advertising costs (in ICA) are the main component of CK (88%); this is 

shown by the “CK never zero (and IK zero) Total” row of Table 5. Trademarks account for just 

12% of customer capital: see the combination of “CK never zero (and IK zero) Total” row with the 

IBS column. 

The “Full sample” rows disaggregated according to the technological intensity of industries 

and the “K” column of Table 5 display a high value for the ratio of total intangible capital (K) to 

total tangible capital (C) in the LT industry. This result can be explained by looking at the other 

columns on the right-hand side of Table 5: it is clearly driven by the component consisting of 

expensed intangibles (ICA) and, in particular, of customer capital (CK). Advertising and trademarks 

are also important to the HT+HMT industry; nevertheless, as we expected, applied R&D and 

patents (included in the IBS category) played an important role compared to other branches. These 

results are confirmed by the disaggregation by industries of the “K never zero” row, and are further 

emphasised by the “IK never zero (and CK zero)”, “CK never zero (and IK zero)”, “IBS never zero 

(and ICA zero)” and “ICA never zero (and IBS zero)” rows. 

  

3.3. Basic descriptive statistics of the models’ variables 

 The main statistics of the variables of interest are reported along the columns of Table 6.  

Table 6 here 

 Per-employee level statistics, measured in millions of Italian Lira at 1995 prices (in the upper 

part of Table 6), suggest considerable departures from normality: means are always bigger than the 

corresponding medians; the effect of outliers in causing departures between parametric and non-

parametric measures of spread (standard deviation, SD, and inter-quartile range, IQR) is evident; 

these results particularly characterise the number of employees and intangibles. Of all of the 

variables, intangibles represent the most extreme cases: for example, the parametric measures of 

centre and spread of the total intangible stock per-employee are about five times bigger than the 

corresponding non-parametric measures (in particular, the mean is well over the 3rd quartile). The 

same features are largely reproduced by the intangible-to-tangible ratio because of intangibles as the 
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numerator. These facts suggest that large intangible stocks are concentrated in relatively few 

companies, and that zeros are more prevalent here than for the other variables.14 

 The distribution of labour costs seems almost normal, with variability that is less than one-third 

of the average. In other terms, the share is quite well summarised by the measures of centre of the 

distribution; the labour share of value added averages at about 65% of production.15 

 As far as growth rates are concerned (in the lower part of Table 6), per-capita production 

figures, value added, intermediate inputs, and, to a lesser extent, tangible stock statistics are similar 

to each other over the sample period. Employment growth is slightly more stable than previous 

productivity measures, while statistics for total intangibles suggest a 30-50% higher variability than 

previous variables. Variability of intangibles is emphasised when disaggregated components are 

considered, mainly due to the larger presence of zeros, as shown by the reduced number of 

observations and companies involved in the computations of growth rates (the numbers for NT and 

N, respectively, reported in the notes to Table 6). This variability is reduced when measured by 

robust statistics. 

 Table 6 also presents the total variability decomposition in between (i.e. across) firms and 

within firms (i.e. due to time). Variables measured in levels have a between-firm variability that is 

always greater than 70-80% of the total variability, the only exception being the labour cost share. 

Between-firm variability greatly loses its relevance when growth rates are considered and level 

information is lost: sample variability due to individual effects drops to about 15-20%. The higher 

between-firm variability for the intangible stock growth rate confirms the significance of a few 

individual companies, as outlined above. In general, time never exhibits a significant role in 

explaining variability; this result, in line with the findings of other studies (see, among others, 

Griliches and Mairesse, 1984), must be taken into consideration when interpreting estimation 

results.  The main features illustrated in Table 6 for the whole sample are qualitatively the same if 

                                                                 
14 These facts suggest the use of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd quartiles in computing MRTS in the multiplicative specification, and 

the elasticity of output with respect to intangibles in the additive specification. 
15 Confirming that median values in the total factor productivity approaches do not bias results.  
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we split the sample into the three sub-samples corresponding to the high-, medium- and low-

technology sectors (see Bontempi and Mairesse, 2008, Table A1). 

Regarding the correlation matrix between the variables, we note that levels only occasionally 

record simple correlations in absolute values which are in the 0.2-0.4 range, while in differences the 

correlations are hardly ever larger than 0.2. Therefore, we can be confident that multicollinearity is 

not an issue in estimating the models listed in Section 2. This is quite usual in large panels of micro-

data. 

 

4. Baseline results using aggregate intangibles 

 We report in the four Tables 7a-7d the estimation results of the cases listed in Section 2 by 

using aggregate intangible data described in Section 3 as a measure for K. In particular, each table 

reports decreasing restrictive assumptions regarding parameter heterogeneity, going respectively 

from Table 7a (reporting the pooled estimates, where the assumption of heterogeneity is minimal) 

to Table 7d (reporting five-year-long differences). Each table has the same structure: two blocks of 

three lines reporting estimation results that respectively come from multiplicative and additive 

Cobb-Douglas and CES models. This three-line block is repeated two times in each table because 

we report both the estimates from the least restricted parameters of equations (1')-(3'), i.e. no 

constant returns to scale, and those for the most restricted parameters of equations (1'')-(3''), i.e. 

total factor productivity (these restrictions are discussed in Section 2).  

Tables 7a-d here 

 The column structure of Tables 7a-7d is the same. The first three columns report the estimates 

of the elasticity of output with respect to intangible capital (which is constant and directly estimated 

in the multiplicative Cobb-Douglas, and computed by combining parameter estimates with quartiles 

of data sample distribution in the additive Cobb-Douglas and CES). The last three columns report 

the estimates of the marginal productivity of intangibles over that of tangibles (which is constant 
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and directly estimated in the additive Cobb-Douglas, and computed by combining parameter 

estimates with quartiles in the multiplicative Cobb-Douglas and in CES).16  

 The constant elasticity, as directly estimated by the multiplicative Cobb-Douglas, is similar to 

elasticity as estimated in correspondence to the third quartile by the additive Cobb-Douglas, and to 

the second quartile by CES, given the distribution of the ratio of intangibles over estimated total 

capital. Symmetrically, MRTS, which is directly estimated by the additive Cobb-Douglas, is similar 

to those obtained from the estimates of the multiplicative Cobb-Douglas and CES in 

correspondence to the first quartile of the distribution of the tangibles/intangibles ratio. These 

results reflect the patterns reported in Table 6, from which it emerges that the distribution of 

intangibles over tangibles is positively skewed because intangibles are much more highly 

concentrated within a small number of companies.  

 Overall, aggregate intangibles K always play a significant role in explaining productivity. This 

fact is robust to heterogeneity assumptions (i.e. to the estimation method) in terms of both elasticity 

and marginal productivity over tangibles. It is also worth noting that the total factor productivity 

equation (3'') in the lower blocks of Table 7a-7d always delivers significantly larger estimates than 

those produced by the non-constant returns to scale equation (3) in the higher blocks. Given that 

endogeneity in this context is expected to induce negative biases of estimates, this fact suggests 

that, as shown in Section 2, the total factor productivity restriction is able to deal with endogeneity 

(GMM estimates, not reported here but available in Bontempi and Mairesse, 2008, Table 9, support 

this finding).  

 Given the parameter estimates of different models with alternative estimators, it may be 

interesting to inspect how wide the intervals are between the third and the first quartile of the 

marginal productivity of intangibles over tangibles reported in Table7a-d. The width of these inter-

quartile intervals depends on the way in which point estimates of γ, α, and ϕ parameters interact 

                                                                 
16 See Table 1 for the summary of the relationships between model parameters, specific capital ratios, elasticity and 

marginal productivity. Estimates of the other parameters are available in Bontempi and Mairesse (2008), Tables 7a-d. 
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with the sample distribution of the ratios of tangible over intangible capital. The larger parameter 

estimates under the assumption of valid total factor productivity explain the wider intervals 

compared to the non-constant returns to scale specification. Overall, independently of the 

theoretical model and the estimation method, all of the ranges broadly overlap the range of CES 

estimated with long differences which, in this way, can be taken as representative of the overall 

results. This range of marginal productivity of intangibles over tangibles is between one and four, 

and suggests that the advantage in terms of productivity given by intangible capital is more than 

four times the productivity gains of tangible capital for more than one quarter of the firms in our 

sample. At worst, for another quarter of the firms, such relative productivity is slightly larger than 

one (again, in favour of intangibles). 

 If we focus on the estimates corresponding to the sample medians (MED), the within and five 

year-difference estimates appear somewhat similar, confirming the relevance of accounting for 

heterogeneity. Regarding the models, CES specification can be seen as a reasonable compromise 

between the point estimate of the additive Cobb-Douglas and the large range of values of the 

multiplicative Cobb-Douglas. 

 

5. Results using different types of intangible assets 

  On the basis of the theoretical framework depicted in Section 2, and using the estimation 

method outlined in Appendix A1, in this section we report the estimates of the parameters of a CES 

production function which embodies total factor productivity restrictions (to deal with the 

endogeneity issue) and we evaluate the contribution to productivity of different types of 

intangibles.17 In particular, Table 8a reports the results by splitting total intangibles into intellectual 

capital IK, and customer capital CK.18 Table 8b reports the results by splitting total intangibles into 

intangible assets, IBS, and intangibles capitalised from expenditures, ICA. 

                                                                 
17 Estimates obtained by using other specifications of the production function are available upon request. 
18 The IK variable includes IT and telecommunications, engineering and design, R&D-related services, filings for 

patents and registration of industrial designs for copyright and engaging in production process innovation or 
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Table 8a and 8b here 

 In Table 8a, the differences between the estimated marginal productivities of IK and of CK 

tend to be concentrated in the third quartile, and become less relevant as we move from OLS and 

first-differences to within and long-difference estimation methods. Conversely, the differences 

between the estimated marginal productivities of IBS and of ICA in Table 8b are always quite 

important, independently of the estimation method used. In addition, within and five-years 

differences estimates are smaller than those obtained from OLS and first-difference methods. In 

general, the pattern of estimates from the estimation method confirmed what was previously found 

at the aggregate level (see Section 4).  

 If we define as a reference for our results the aggregated intangible estimates obtained by long 

differences applied to the total factor productivity specification of the CES production function (the 

results of which are reported in the last row of Table 7d), ICA displays a marginal productivity in 

line with that of total intangibles, and its marginal productivity is smaller than that of IBS, of 

intellectual capital, IK, and of customer capital, CK, (which is the highest). 

 Italian GAAP leave managers free to some extent in deciding whether or not to capitalise 

R&D. Albeit based on a priori and subjective expectations on uncertain profits, the choice of 

capitalising some intangibles by managers seems to increase the value relevance of financial 

reporting: capitalised intangibles are those which drive firms’ performance most strongly. In other 

terms, IBS exploits managers’ inside information about the economic benefits expected to flow 

from resources spent on intangibles and, as such, offers a measure of knowledge capital which is 

more reliable than the one computed by the econometrician on the basis of a limited information 

set. This result is in line with the findings of Høegh-Krohn and Knivsflå (2000) and Zhao (2002) 

who compare Scandinavia, the UK, France (capitalising countries) with Germany and the USA 

(expensing countries): the value relevance of financial statements would be improved if expensed 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
organizational and operational innovation or product innovation, while the CK variable includes marketing, advertising, 

promotions, market research, and trademarks. 
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costs in knowledge, design, licences, and trademarks were partly capitalised. Moreover, the 

allocation of R&D costs between capitalisation and expense further increases the value relevance of 

R&D reporting in France and the UK. 

 By comparing Tables 8a and 8b, IK and IBS estimates are very close because intellectual 

capital mainly consists of intangible assets (see Table 2). This is no longer true if we compare CK 

and ICA, as customer capital has larger estimates than those of intangibles capitalised from 

expenses. This result suggests that ICA productivity is mainly driven by advertising, rather than by 

basic R&D and patent royalties.19 Finally, it should also be noted that trademarks and brands (i.e. 

the portion of CK made of intangible assets) play a significant role in raising the productivity of 

customer capital over that of tangibles. Greenhalgh and Rogers (2012) find that UK firms that trade 

mark are characterised by significantly higher value added than non-trademarkers. 

Until now we have focused on the empirical examination of the influence of intangibles (and 

their composition) on productivity at the firm level. However, a important feature of intangible 

assets is that their social value is substantially larger than the portion that is captured by estimates 

based on firm data. In order to extend our results to aspects coming from the spillover (or network) 

literature on intangibles, we selected some sub-samples of the whole dataset in which we estimate 

the same relationships described above. In this way, we were able to assess – through parameter 

changes – the extent to which the role of intellectual (IK) and customer (IC) capital increases if 

measured in contexts where the externalities are expected to increase the effect of intangibles on 

productivity. Our results are reported in Table 8c. 

Table 8c here 

 Before analysing the results in sub-samples, it should be noted that the definition of the 

sample-selection (binary) variables requires that the “old” (CADS-based) dataset is merged with 

SIM, the annual survey conducted by the Bank of Italy which provides additional information on 

                                                                 
19 Estimates of the productivity of total intangibles computed by excluding advertising show results qualitatively similar 

to the ones in Tables 7a-d (results not reported). 
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firms’ activity in relation to knowledge spillovers. Given that SIM is available for fewer cases than 

CADS, in order to minimise the loss of observations before the merge we updated the CADS data 

to 2010. The resulting (”new”) dataset, from which the “spillover” sub-samples are extracted, 

covers the 1984-2010 period for 6,557 manufacturing and non-financial private service companies 

(an unbalanced panel of 18,400 observations).20  

 Given that the “new” whole sample is quite different from the “old” one (i.e. the dataset which 

was used in all of the other parts of this paper), we ran a benchmark regression using the “new” 

dataset in order to check whether their estimates are close to those obtained from the “old” dataset. 

The results are compared in the upper block of four rows of Table 8c. In particular, the first two 

rows (labelled as ”Table 8a”) report the same results as those in Table 8a obtained through the 

within transformation.21 While the second two rows (labelled as “Man.+Ser.”) report the results 

obtained with the “new” dataset. Results in the two samples do not markedly differ for the 

estimated elasticity of IK, whereas they record lower MRTS for IK. This picture is reversed as far as 

IC is concerned, with a lower elasticity and higher MRTS, probably as a result of the joint effect of 

the macroeconomic cycle (the “new” data span includes the 1999-2000 expansion and the crash of 

2008-2009) and  the inclusion of service sector firms in the “new” dataset. Regarding the cyclical 

effects of intangibles on productivity, during the 1999-2000 expansion the estimates of IC should 

have increased (to a lesser extent also those of IK), while the 2008-2009 recession reduced the role 

of investment in customer capital. At the same time, service-sector firms should be characterised by 

higher elasticity of IK at the third quartile of the IK/C distribution, and by higher elasticity of IC at 

the first quartile and at the median of the IC/C distribution. 

                                                                 
20 Note that, besides sample period and composition, in the ”new” dataset we also modified (due to data availability) the 

measurement of capital inputs, which here are based on the replacement values (rather than book values) for all capital 

inputs. However, the use of book values, albeit resulting in a smaller sample, would not qualitatively alter the results 

from replacement value regressions. 
21 The within transformation was chosen because of its close similarity to the results of long differences (also shown in 

Table 8a), while preserving more observations. This parsimony of the within-transformation estimator will be extremely 

useful for making better inferences (i.e. with more observations) in small sub-samples. 
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 The rows labelled “R&D ext.” report the results of the first experiment in spillover sub-

samples, as here we selected only the observations of those firms using the support functions “IT 

and telecommunications”, “engineering and design”, and “R&D and related services” performed by 

outsourcers.22 The outsourcing sub-sample collects more small-size (i.e. less than 200 employees) 

firms in commercial services. If compared to companies engaging in in-house R&D, firms with 

R&D outsourcing show a significantly higher elasticity and MRTS of intellectual capital.  

 The rows labelled “R&D out.” report the results which collect a sub-sample of firms that 

outsourced the support functions listed above to a company which was not located in the same 

region of Italy.23 Such specific delocalisation of the support functions characterised firms belonging 

to a very specific set: that of the “energy and extraction” industry in the 50-99 employee size-class. 

Parameter estimates associated with intellectual capital increase further with respect to the “R&D 

ext.” case.  

 Finally, the rows labelled “R&D per.” report the results which collect a sub-sample of firms 

that reported assigning the R&D/planning function to senior managers (including shareholders or 

owners if they have a managerial role) and junior managers. These companies with internal R&D 

employers are mainly in the manufacturing sector and have more than 200 employees. The 

estimates for this sub-sample engaging in in-house R&D do not differ from the sample as a whole 

and are lower than those for outsourcing companies. 

 

 

                                                                 
22 Where the provider of the support function is a different firm, i.e. a non-group firm, Italian university and research 

centre or foreign university and research centre. The reference period here covers the years 2004, 2007, 2008, 2009 and 

2010. The alternative is that in which the support function is provided internally, either by the firm itself or by another 

firm in the group.  
23 More specifically, the sub-sample includes firms that receive support functions from firms located in another region 

of Italy, in an EU country (on 31-12-2003), in other European countries, in China/India, in USA/Canada, or in the rest 

of the world. 
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6. Concluding remarks 

 So far, a large body of literature relating to technical progress and production functions has 

analysed the effect of total intangibles on productivity in depth, while the effects of different types 

of intangibles remains practically unexplored. These disaggregated intangibles are of a different 

economic nature and can be broadly classified into intellectual capital (mainly R&D and patents) 

and customer capital (trademarks and advertising). The first aim of this paper is to contribute to the 

strand of the literature measuring the productivity effects of intangibles through empirical 

production functions at the firm level within a common framework, where the productivity of total 

intangibles and of their components is analysed, both in relation to that of tangible capital and in 

absolute terms. 

 The second original contribution of the paper takes advantage of the Italian/European GAAP, 

according to which resources spent on intangibles (e.g. advanced research, development, design, 

licences and trademarks) are treated as investments. This has allowed us to investigate the 

information content of intangible assets, as Italian firms record them on their balance sheets: their 

productivity is compared with that of intangible capital obtained by capitalising costs reported in the 

current accounts, which is the input employed by almost all empirical Anglo-American studies on 

the productivity of knowledge capital. This rich data environment and alternative variable 

measurement are described in Section 3.  

 With regard to the paper’s methodology, the CES production function and the nested 

multiplicative and additive Cobb-Douglas forms are estimated. The CES model estimates the 

elasticity of substitution rather than impose it on data and, as a result, it is more data-congruent than 

the other two. However, this flexibility comes at the price of cumbersome iterative estimation 

procedures. Therefore, we feel that the best practice is to “try them all” in order to assess whether 

different theoretical models, combined with their own empirical assumptions,24 converge at some 

                                                                 
24 Regarding the econometric assumptions, it should be noted that specification and estimation with panel techniques is 

able to cope with (or, at least, mitigate) a number of potential issues, such as unknown individual and temporal effects, 

simultaneity and measurement errors. 
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point around robust findings, or instead give extremely unstable (i.e. model- and method-specific) 

outcomes. Our strategy to combine theoretical models and statistical assumptions is outlined in 

Section 2.  

 As a result, a number of alternative estimates are performed and described in Sections 4 and 5. 

Outcomes confirm the robustness of our results, which indeed convey a rather consistent and 

credible overall picture. The order of magnitude of the elasticity of total intangible capital for the 

median firm is in the 0.03-0.07 range. If we refer to (benchmark) results from the total factor 

productivity specification of the CES function estimated in long differences, we have an elasticity 

of output with respect to total intangibles equal to 0.046, implying – very roughly speaking – a 

current rate of return in the range of 2-3 euros per year for each euro of investment in intangibles 

(with reference to the median firm). 

 Focusing on intangible components, the highest marginal productivity is that of intellectual 

capital, customer capital and intangible assets. The marginal productivity of intangibles components 

against tangible capital is quite significantly higher that one. However, intangible capital computed 

by capitalising expenditures displays the lowest level of productivity. Hence, if we ignored the 

information content of the Italian GAAP, we would have measured intangibles from expenses 

reported in firms’ current accounts (as Anglo-American literature does), and we would have 

underestimated the intangible assets productivity.  

 In spite of substantial measurement issues and of the scepticism of many company analysts and 

economists, the latter finding confirms that companies’ accounting figures for intangible assets 

provide information which is useful for a better understanding of the relationship between 

intangibles and productivity. This fact should support the view of advocates of reporting and 

accounting requirements which allow intangibles to be capitalised in firms’ accounts (as well as in 

national accounts). Treating intangibles as a form of investment should reduce the information gap 

between tangible and intangible resources. 
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Appendix A1: Estimation methods for the non- linear specifications 

 By using a first-order Taylor-series approximation around any initial value for the unknown 

MRTS, ζ(0), the production function with additive capital can be written as: 

(A2')  (q-l)it = ai + bt + (µ -1)lit + λ(tca(0)
it-l it) + λ (ζ-ζ(0))pK

a(0)
it +εait , 

where lower-case letters denote logarithms, and µ is defined as (λ+β). The two regressors of 

equation (A2'), i.e. (tca(0)
it-l it) and pK

a(0), in which (A2') linear, can be computed, if ζ(0) is known, 

with the formulas: tca(0)
it-l it = log(TCa(0)

it/Lit) = log[(Cit+ζ(0)Kit)/Lit] ; and pK
a(0)

it = K it/TCa(0)
it = 

Kit/[exp(tca(0)
it-l it)Lit] . Parameters' estimates are obtained through an iterative procedure which starts 

from a value of ζ(0) given by a grid-search on the ζ parameter using equation (2'). The grid-search 

sets ζ equal to all the values in the range 0-2 with step 0.1, and retains as ζ(0) the value of ζ that 

minimises the residual sum of squares. Given ζ(0) , using the definitions above we can obtain the 

corresponding data for the regressors (tca(0)
it-l it) and pK

a(0) and run a regression of a formulation of 

equation (A2') that is used along the iterative procedure:  

(A2a')  (q-l)it= ai + bt + (µ-1)lit + λ (tca(n)
it-l it) + λ (ζ(n+1)-ζ(n))pK

a(n)
it +εait , 

where the exponent (n) labels the results of the nth iteration. This first regression will lead to the 

estimates of the N+T-2 parameters of equation (A2'a) when n=0: ai (for i=1, 2, ... N parameters), bt 

(for t=1, 2, ... T-1 parameters), and the three estimates of (µ-1) , λ , and λ(ζ(1)-ζ(0)). By combining 

the estimates of λ and λ(ζ(1)-ζ(0)) with the initial value of ζ(0) we obtain the estimate of ζ(1) that can 

be used in the following iteration, i.e. when n=1. When n>0, the equation (A2'a) regressors are 

computed as: tca(n)
it = tc a(n-1)

it + log[1+p(ζ(n)-ζ(n-1))pK
a(n-1)

it] , and pK
a(n)

it = K it/[exp(tca(n)
it-l it)Lit]  

where p is a smoothing parameter. Note that, in general, from the estimates at the nth iteration we 

obtain the estimate of ζ(n+1) to be used to generate the regressors of iteration n+1.25 The iterative 

                                                                 
25 We also run two procedures with the alternative approximations tca(n)

it=tca(n-1)
it + p(ζ(n)-ζ(n-1))pK

a(n-1)
it and tca(n)

it=tca(n-

1)
it + p(ζ(n)-ζ(n-1))DEVpK

a(n-1)
it , where DEVpK

a(n-1)
it is the deviation of pK

a(n-1)
it from its sample median. Results do not 

change significantly. In the estimates reported in Tables 7a-d, we set p=1. Alternatively, we also set p=0.8 and p=2 

without any significant changes in the resulting estimates.  
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procedure stops when 
)(

)()1(

n

nn

ζ
ζζ −+

<0.0001 and the estimated parameter associated with the 

explanatory pK
a(n)

it is not significantly different from zero. In this case, ζ(n+1) is not significantly 

different from ζ(n), and corresponds to the final ζ estimate of equation (2').26 Similar procedures, 

with slight changes to account for the introduction of further constraints, are used to estimate the 

constant-returns-to-scale version of (2'), as well as equation (2''). 

 As with the additive specification, estimates of the production function with CES capital are 

obtained by an iterative procedure on a first-order Taylor-series approximation around an initial 

value φ(0) and with a fixed ρ  = -0.5: 

(A3')  (q-l)it = ai + bt + (µ -1)lit + (λ / -ρ)(tcc(0)
it-l it) + (λ / -ρ)( φ - φ(0))pK

c(0)
it +εcit , 

where lower-case letters denote logarithms; µ = (λ+β); the regressors are defined as tcc(0)
it - lit = 

log(TCc(0)
it/L

-ρ
it) = log[(C-ρ

it+ϕ(0)K-ρ
it)/L

-ρ
it] ; and pK

c(0)
it = K-ρ

it/TCc(0)
it = K-ρ

it/[exp(tcc(0)
it-l it)L

-ρ
it] . 

The starting value ϕ(0) is selected by a single-grid search on the ϕ parameter in equation (3'), with ρ 

set to -0.5. The results obtained by following this approach are reported in Tables 7a-7d. 

 The choice of a fixed ρ = -0.5 comes from the analysis of the results obtained by a double-grid 

search on the unknown ϕ and ρ parameters of the CES specification, equation (3') (see Bontempi 

and Mairesse, 2008). Once values for ϕ(0) and ρ(0) (i.e. minimising residual sum of squares) are 

available, we used Gauss-Newton regressions to obtain standard errors of ϕ and ρ parameters. The 

Gauss-Newton regression is derived from a first-order Taylor-series approximation around the 

obtained values ϕ(0) and ρ(0): 

(A3a')  ecit = a* i + b* t + (µ* -1)l it + (λ* / -ρ*)(tcc(0)
it-l it) + ϕ*d_ϕit + ρ*d_ρit + ucit , 

                                                                 
26 Alternatively, we also run a procedure implementing the second-order Taylor-series approximation for the non-linear 

term of equation (2'), without any substantial changes in the results. The initial value of ζ parameter is the same as 

above, while the iterated estimation procedure is applied to the equation (q-l)it= ai + bt + (µ-1)lit + λ(tca(n)
it-l it) + 

λ(ζ(n+1)-ζ (n))pK
a(n)

it - ½λ(ζ(n+1)-ζ(n))2(pK
a(n))2

it +εait , where (pK
a(n))2

it is measured by the squared deviation of pK
a(n)

it from 

its sample median. If both the parameters associated with pK
a(n) and (pK

a(n))2 regressors are not significantly different 

from zero, ζ(n+1) and ζ(n) estimates do not statistically different, and their value is the ζ estimate.  
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where ecit is the residual of (3') estimated by setting ϕ and ρ parameters equal to the values found 

by the double grid-search; d_ϕit and d_ρit are the derivatives of equation (3') with respect to ϕ and 

ρ; and ucit is a zero-mean error term with variance varying by firm i and over time t.27 

 The double-grid search on ϕ1 and ϕ2 parameters with fixed ρ = -0.5  together with the Gauss-

Newton regression (that gives standard errors of ϕ1 and ϕ2 estimates), is the approach used to 

estimate the production function, with CES capital and different types of intangibles, see Section 5.  

 

Appendix A2: Data 

A2.1. Cleaning rules and sample descriptive statistics 

 From CADS full database, we pre-selected limited liability manufacturing companies (about 

35% of the total CADS data-set) complying with basic accounting standards and possessing 

information about the variables in question (206,538 observations for 22,387 companies). We then 

defined our cleaned sample (94,968 observations for 14,254 firms) according to the following 

criteria (see Hall and Mairesse, 1995). 

a) We dropped observations where value added, labour costs, production and intermediate costs 

were zero or negative (1.0% of our initial sample). We considered as unreliable the accounting 

data associated with such irregular outcomes and, for this reason, we preferred to drop them, rather 

than shifting the values without deleting observations (note also that the share of such firms-year 

in our sample is quite low).28 Observations with total tangible assets, C, equal to zero were also 

removed (4.7% of total observations). Though the share this time is a bit higher than above, we 

preferred again to drop the firm-year observations from the sample because when tangible assets 

                                                                 
27 Note that the joint use of grid searches with Gauss-Newton regressions lead to the same standard errors as those 

obtained with the iterative procedure, and the coefficients estimates are extremely close, differing only at the sixth 

decimal point. 
28 As suggested by a referee, if that share were higher than a mere 1%, the option of shifting values would have been 

more appealing.  
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were zero, almost always the same firm in that year reported zero total assets, corroborating the 

idea of unreliable accounting information. 

b) It is well known that in Italy small firms (e.g. with less than 20 workers) are quite common. 

Therefore, in order to preserve the representativeness of our sample while maintaining the 

meaningfulness of accounting data, we removed only the observations regarding firms with less 

than 5 workers in the year they enter the sample (0.3% of total observations), while in the literature 

researchers usually base their empirical analyses on companies with more than 20 (sometimes 

even more than 50) workers. Again, it is worth noting the small portion of sample that has been 

dropped by this rule. In addition, this cleaning rule does not drop observations of firms which enter 

in the sample with more than 5 workers and that, for a reason or another, go below that threshold 

while they are in the sample.  

c) Observations for which value added per worker, tangible capital stock per worker and 

intangible capital stock per worker lay outside the range median ± three times the inter-quartile 

range were removed (5.6% of total observations). 

d) Observations for which the growth rate of value added lay outside the [–90%, +300%] range, 

for which the growth rates of employees, of tangible capital and of intangible capital lay outside 

the [–50%, +200%] range were removed (16.5% of total observations). 

e) We also removed those observations for which the mean of labour cost’s share of sales at t and 

t+1, and the mean of intermediate costs’ share of sales at t and t+1, were lower than the 1st quartile 

of the corresponding per-industry Törnqvist indicator, or greater than 1 (1.5% of total 

observations).  

f) Given that previous selection criteria created further gaps in the time series within firm, we 

selected only those companies with data available for at least 4 consecutive years, and we chose 

the longest or the most recent sub-period if an interruption in the temporal pattern was present 

(37.1% of total observations were dropped).  
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 Overall, 46% of total observations were excluded; this percentage is lower than the sum of the 

exclusions by the selection rules from a) to f) (66.6% of total observations), because some annual 

company data are wrong at the same time according to several criteria. 

 Table A1 illustrates the composition of our cleaned sample by industry and by size. 

Manufacturing industries are listed according to their global technological intensity (ISIC Revision 

2, see Hatzichronoglou, 1997), using the 4-digit industry code. Note the low size of the HT macro-

industry compared to that of the others.  

Table A1 here 

 Our data mirror the nature of Italian industry during the 1982-1999 period: only 0.51% of our 

firms were listed on the stock exchange (compared to 0.13% of Italian manufacturing companies 

listed on the Stock Exchange in 1995); 22.23% of companies belonged to a business group (mainly 

of a pyramidal nature); there is a large number of small and medium-sized firms (the average Italian 

limited liability company employs 44 workers, while the average number of employees in our 

sample is 132, and 47.28% of our companies have fewer than 50 employees). 

 

A2.2. The list of labels and definitions of the variables 

� c is the logarithm of the total tangible stock (C), computed at the beginning of the year at net 

book values. Total tangibles are defined as C=∑r

rTBS , r = bui, pla, equ, i.e. as the sum of 

buildings, plant and equipment. Tangibles at replacement cost, CR, are estimated from the 

corresponding gross investments (new purchases gross of disinvestments), I r, according to the 

formula r
it

r
it

rr
it ICRCR 11)1( −− +−= δ , where: r indicates the tangible categories; rδ  is the 

depreciation rate, taken to be equal to 5% for buildings, and to 11% for plant and equipment (by-

industry averages from the National Accounts (NA) of ISTAT. The assets at book values are used 

as starting values. 

� k is the logarithm of total intangible stock (K), computed at the beginning of year at net book 

values. Total intangibles may be defined as K = IBS + ICA = IK + CK, where: 
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∑=
j

jIBSIBS (with j=rd, pat, mark) represents capitalised intangibles reported in the balance 

sheets (rd is applied R&D; pat is patents; mark is trademarks and brands); ∑=
h

hICAICA (with h 

= rd, pat, adv) represents intangibles expensed in the current accounts (rd now indicates basic 

R&D; pat is patent-royalties; adv is advertising); ∑∑ +=
h

h

j

j ICAIBSIK  (with j, h = rd, pat) 

represents intellectual capital; ∑∑ +=
h

h

j

j ICAIBSCK (with j = mark and h = adv) represents 

customer capital. Intangible capital stocks computed from expensed intangible costs derive from 

the permanent inventory method (PIM) formula h
it

h
it

h
it DE)ICAδ(ICA 111 −− +−= , where: δ  is the 

depreciation rate, taken to be equal to 30%; g)δ/(DEICA h
i

h
i += 00  is the initial value of the stock; g 

is the pre-sample growth rate, taken to be equal to 3%; h indicates the category of intangible 

expenses. Note that the effect of the initial value disappears as time goes by. Intangible assets at 

replacement costs, IBSR, are estimated from the corresponding gross investments (new purchases 

gross of disinvestments), I j, by using the formula j
it

j
it

j
it IIBSRIBSR 11)1( −− +−= δ where: j indicates 

the intangible categories; δ  is the depreciation rate, taken to be equal to 30% as in the expenses 

capitalising case. The assets at book values are used as starting values. 

� l is the logarithm of the number of employees (L).29 

� q is the logarithms of value added (Q).  

� WL indicates labour costs (wages, social security contributions and various other provisions).  

 Nominal variables were transformed into real terms. Our chosen deflators were: the value-

added deflator for Q and WL; the investment-in-buildings deflator for TBSbui; the investment-in-

                                                                 
29 The reporting rule for the number of employees changes according to the accounting scheme: the number of 

employees at the end of the accounting year during the 1982-1991 period; the average number of workers during the 

accounting year since 1992, when the IV European Directive was due to be applied. Despite the fact that only 29% of 

all observations were made under the IV European Directive , the average number of workers is also available for the 

20% of observations covering the 1982-1991 period (which more or less coincides with the number of employees 

reported by the firms at the end of the accounting year). Hence, we measure the number of workers as the average 

during the accounting year when this information is available (in 42% of all cases); otherwise, we use the number of 

employees reported by the firms at the end of the accounting year (in the remaining 58% of cases).  
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machinery-transport-equipment-and-other-tangibles deflator for TBSpla and TBSequ; the GDP 

deflator for all the intangible stocks included in the definition of K30.  
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Table 1- Production function parameters 
 

Functional 
form 

Returns to 
scale to all 
inputs 

Elasticity 
of output 
with 
respect to 
labour 

Returns to 
scale to 
capital 
inputs 

Substitution 
parameter 
for capital 
inputs 

Distribution 
parameter 
for capital 
inputs 

Elasticity 
of output 
with 
respect to  
tangibles 

Elasticity 
of output 
with 
respect to  
intangibles 

Marginal 
productivity of 
intangibles over 
that of tangibles 
(MRTS) 

 µµµµ ββββ λλλλ ρρρρ ϕ  αααα γγγγ ζ  

Multiplicative 
(1) µµµµ=λλλλ+ββββ  ββββ λλλλ=αααα+γγγγ = 0 

α

γ=ϕ  αααα γγγγ 






=
K

C

α

γ
ζ  

Additive 
(2) µµµµ=λλλλ+ββββ ββββ λλλλ=αααα+γγγγ = -1 ζ=ϕ  

ζKC

C
λα

+
=  

ζKC

K
λζγ

+
=  ζ  

CES 
(3) µµµµ=λλλλ+ββββ ββββ λλλλ=αααα+γγγγ ρρρρ ϕ  

ρρ

ρ

KC

C
λα −−

−

+
=

ϕ  ρρ

ρ

KC

K
λγ −−

−

+
=

ϕ
ϕ  

1+








=
ρ

K

C
ζ ϕ  

Notes:  

(1) Multiplicative capital specification: Qit=Ai Bt L
β

it C
α

it K
γ
it e

εmit , 

(2) Additive capital specification: Qit=Ai Bt L
β

it (Cit+ ζ Kit)
λ eεait ,  

(3) CES capital specification:  Qit=Ai Bt L
β

it (C
-ρ

it + φ K-ρ
it)

-λ / ρ eεcit . 
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Table 2- Definition of tangible capital (C) and intangible capital (K = IBS+ICA = IK+CK)  
according to financing reports (balance sheets and current accounts) 

PANEL A: Tangible assets 
categories Tangible assets: C Not considered 

 

Tangible assets: C Not considered Not considered
 

 Tangible assets: C 
 

Not considered 
 

 (T1) TBSbui : Lands and buildings. 
(T2) TBSpla : Plant and machinery. 
(T3) and (T4) TBSequ : Equipment, 
furniture and hardware. 

 (T5) TBSoth + TBSunc + TBSlea Other 
tangibles (mainly divested, fully 
depreciated or no longer utilised) plus 
incomplete tangibles (mainly under 
construction or being purchased) plus 
leased tangibles (for building societies). 

    
PANEL B: Intangible categories Intellectual capital: IK  Customer capital: CK Not considered 

Intangible assets: IBS 
 

(I2) IBSrd : Applied research and 
development costs; advertising costs 
functional and essential to the start-up 
phase.  
(I3) IBSpat : Purchased patents, intellectual 
property rights and applied software 
(included unlimited licences to use the said 
software). Internally developed patents, 
intellectual property rights, software 
(protected by law). 

(I4) IBSmark : Trademarks and similar 
rights, public concessions and licences. 

(I1) IBSstart : Formation-expansion-start-up 
expenses - not considered. 
(I5) IBSgood : Goodwill - not considered. 
(I6) Assets being evaluated and payments 

on accounts - reallocated to (I1)-(I5) 

categories. 

(I7) IBSfin : Others, largely deferred 
financial charges - not considered. 

    
    

Intangible capital estimated from 
expensed costs: ICA 

 

(I8) ICArd computed from DErd : Basic 
R&D, and applied R&D not complying 
with recognition-as-an-asset criteria. 
(I10) ICApat computed from DEpat : 
Patents, intellectual property rights and 
software purchased subject to a limited 
user’s licence obtained against payment of 
regular fees, or obtained free of charge, or 
not complying with recognition-as-an-asset 
criteria. 

(I9) ICAadv computed from DEadv : 
Advertising not related to (I1), but 
operative and recurrent. 

 

Notes: C=∑r

rTBS , r=bui, pla, equ is tangible capital. K = IK+CK = IBS+ICA is total intangible stock; IK= ∑∑ +
h

h

j

j ICAIBS , j, h=rd, pat is intellectual capital; CK= hj ICAIBS + , 

j=mark, h=adv is customer capital; IBS=∑ j

jIBS , j=rd, pat, mark is intangible assets reported in the balance sheets; ICA=∑h

hICA , h=rd, pat, adv is intangible capital estimated by capitalising 

intangible expenditures reported in the current accounts. See Appendix A.2.2. for details. 
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Table 3- Magnitude of different forms of intangible capital compared to total tangible capital:  
simple and weighted averages, and median (in %) 

 
 

 Intellectual capital 
IK/C 

Customer capital 
CK/C 

Total 

 (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 

Intangible assets: 
IBS/C 
 

Average  
Weighted average 
Median 
 

5.22 
3.48 

[0.44] 
 

6.13 
4.12 

[0.69] 
 

4.44 
3.35 

[0.54] 
 

2.56 
1.84 

[0.06] 
 

2.58 
1.34 

[0.12] 
 

1.85 
1.09 

[0.10] 
 

7.78 
5.32 

[0.69] 
 

8.71 
5.46 

[1.04] 
 

6.30 
4.44 

[0.82] 
 

Intangible capital 
estimated from expensed 
costs: 
ICA/C 
 

Average  
Weighted average 
Median 
 

5.53 
1.88 

[0.00] 
 

5.53 
1.88 

[0.00] 
 

3.80 
1.53 

[0.00] 
 

19.32 
7.18 

[0.45] 
 

19.32 
7.18 

[0.45] 
 

14.05 
5.83 

[0.36] 
 

24.85 
9.05 

[0.72] 
 

24.85 
9.05 

[0.72] 
 

17.84 
7.36 

[0.58] 
 

Total Average  
Weighted average 
Median 
 

10.75 
5.36 

[0.64] 
 

11.66 
5.99 

[0.90] 
 

8.24 
4.87 

[0.71] 
 

21.88 
9.02 

[1.36] 
 

21.91 
8.51 

[1.49] 
 

15.90 
6.92 

[1.18] 
 

32.63 
 
 
 

33.56 
 
 
 

24.14 
 
 
 

Notes: Total Sample: NT= 94988. K=IK+IC=IBS+ICA ; see Table 2 for definitions.  
In columns (1) intangibles capitalised from expenses (ICA) are at replacement values; intangibles assets (IBS) and tangible assets (C) are at book values. In columns (2), both 
intangibles capitalised from expenses and intangible assets (ICA and IBS respectively) are estimated at replacement values; while tangibles (C) are at book values. In columns (3), 
intangibles capitalised from expenses (ICA), intangible assets (IBS) and tangible assets (C) are estimated at replacement values. All the stocks are measured at the beginning of the 
year and in millions of Italian Lire at 1995 prices. See Appendix A2.2. for details. 
Inside each cell: the estimates reported in the first and third rows are the simple averages and medians (in squared brackets) of the sample distribution of the firm’s ratios of the 
different forms of intangible capital to total tangible capital. The averages reported in the second row are weighted by tangible capital (i.e. they are computed as the ratio of the 
average values of the different forms of intangible capital to the average value of tangible capital). 
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Table 4- Magnitude of different forms of intangible capital compared to total intangible capital:  
simple and weighted averages, and median (in %)  

 
 Intellectual capital: 

IK/K 
Customer capital: 

CK/K 
Total  

Intangible asset: 
IBS/K 
 

Average  
Weighted average 
Median 
 

37.01 
24.20 

[19.96] 
 

11.07 
12.83 
[2.47] 

 

48.08  
37.03 

[36.03] 
 

Intangible capital 
estimated from expensed 
costs: 
ICA/K 
 

Average  
Weighted average 
Median 
 

5.68 
13.05 
[0.00] 

 

46.25 
62.97 

[44.65] 
 

51.92 
62.97 

[63.97] 
 

Total 

Average  
Weighted average 
Median 
 

42.69 
37.26 

[34.48] 
 

57.31 
62.74 

[65.52] 
 

100 
100 

[100] 
 

Notes: Total Sample: NT= 94988. K=IK+IC=IBS+ICA ; K = total intangible stock; IK = intellectual capital; CK customer capital; IBS = intangible assets; ICA = intangible assets 
estimated from expensed costs; see Table 2 for definitions. Intangibles capitalised from expenses (ICA) are at replacement values, and intangibles assets (IBS) are at book values, as 
in columns (1) of Table 3. All the stocks are measured at the beginning of the year and in millions of Italian Lire at 1995 prices. 
Inside each cell: the estimates reported in the first and third rows are the simple averages and medians (in squared brackets) of the sample distribution of the intangible categories 
over total intangibles. The averages reported in the second row are weighted by total intangible capital (i.e. they are computed as the ratio of the average values of intangible 
categories to the average value of total intangibles). 
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Table 5- Occurrence and relative magnitude of intangible capital for different samples 

 
Total sample and sub-samples    Averages of intangible to tangible (C) ratios (% values) 
 
 

NT  N  T  K IK CK IBS ICA 

Full sample         

Total 94968 14254 6.66 32.63 10.75 21.88 7.78 24.85 
HT+MHT 28196 4327 6.52 38.91 14.35 24.55 12.24 26.66 

MLT 28543 4408 6.48 13.46 3.9 9.56 3.25 10.21 

LT 38229 5778 6.62 42.31 13.2 29.11 7.87 34.44 

K never zero         

Total 78481 11528 6.81 38.92 12.73 26.19 9.11 29.81 
HT+MHT 23929 3608 6.63 45.01 16.41 28.6 13.89 31.12 

MLT 23378 3528 6.63 16.22 4.67 11.55 3.86 12.36 

LT 31174 4606 6.77 51.27 15.96 35.32 9.39 41.88 

Both IK  and CK never zero         

Total 50317 7646 6.58 46.69 17.11 29.58 11.71 34.98 
HT+MHT 16028 2461 6.51 53.63 20.41 33.22 17.14 36.48 

MLT 14495 2267 6.39 17.95 6.19 11.76 4.77 13.19 

LT 19794 3003 6.59 62.12 22.43 39.69 12.39 49.73 

Both IBS and ICA never zero         

Total 27483 4028 6.82 63.87 19.4 44.47 14.15 49.72 
HT+MHT 9074 1354 6.70 69.21 22.32 46.89 16.68 52.53 

MLT 7295 1109 6.58 27.46 8 19.47 5.56 21.9 

LT 11114 1624 6.84 83.41 24.5 58.91 17.72 65.69 

         

IK  never zero (and CK zero)         

Total 1446 299 4.84 11.73 11.73 0 8.99 2.74 
HT+MHT 493 104 4.74 23.17 23.17 0 17.05 6.11 

MLT 495 104 4.76 5.64 5.64 0 5.55 0.09 

LT 458 99 4.63 6.01 6.01 0 4.04 1.97 

CK never zero (and IK  zero)         

Total 3573 643 5.56 23.4 0 23.4 2.83 20.56 
HT+MHT 829 152 5.45 20.83 0 20.83 3.87 16.96 

MLT 1055 188 5.61 13.78 0 13.78 0.81 12.97 

LT 1689 311 5.43 30.66 0 30.66 3.59 27.07 

IBS never zero (and ICA zero)         

Total 21656 3759 5.76 10.65 7.85 2.8 10.65 0 
HT+MHT 7007 1232 5.69 18.88 15.2 3.69 18.88 0 

MLT 6782 1199 5.66 5.09 3.88 1.2 5.09 0 

LT 7867 1377 5.71 8.1 4.72 3.38 8.1 0 

ICA never zero (and IBS zero)         

Total 3211 564 5.69 25.44 2.87 22.57 0 25.44 
HT+MHT 752 136 5.53 27.53 8.22 19.31 0 27.53 

MLT 1019 174 5.86 12.79 1.11 11.68 0 12.79 

LT 1440 261 5.52 33.3 1.32 31.97 0 33.3 

Notes: NT = total number of observations; N = total number of firms; T  = average number of per-firm years. 
K=IK+IC=IBS+ICA ; K = total intangible stock; IK = intellectual capital; CK customer capital; IBS = intangible assets; 
ICA = intangibles capitalised from expenditures; see Table 2 for the definitions. Intangibles capitalised from expenses 
(ICA) are at replacement values, and intangible and tangible assets (IBS and C) are at book values, as in columns (1) of 
Table 3. All the stocks are measured at the beginning of the year and in millions of Italian Lire at 1995 prices. The "Full 
sample" Total row shows the same results as those in Table 3, so as to facilitate comparison. Details of firms’ 
classification according to their global technological intensity at the 4-digit level are given in Appendix A2.1.  
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Table 6- Descriptive statistics for main variables 
 

 1st Q Median 3rd Q Mean SD IQR % variability 
       Between Within 
Levels         
L [1] 29.0 52.0 105.0 131.8 737.7 75.95 99.0% 1.0% 
Q /L [2] 53.0 70.2 94.3 79.1 41.1 41.28 76.9% 13.1% 
C / L [2] 22.8 42.8 76.4 62.7 72.8 53.69 88.5% 11.5% 
K / L [2] 0.3 1.7 6.0 7.9 28.7 5.67 88.5% 11.5% 
WL / Q share [3] 51.3% 63.5% 75.0% 64.5% 26.6% 23.74% 52.4% 47.6% 
K / C ratio [2]  0.7% 3.8% 16.5% 32.6% 266.5% 15.92% 88.7% 11.3% 
IK / C ratio [2] 0.0% 0.6% 3.5% 10.8% 122.2% 3.51% 89.2% 10.8% 
CK / C ratio [2] 0.1% 1.4% 9.3% 21.9% 183.0% 9.17% 83.4% 16.6% 
IBS / C ratio [2] 0.0% 0.7% 3.4% 7.8% 151.0% 3.37% 93.6% 6.4% 
ICA / C ratio [2] 0.0% 0.7% 9.4% 24.9% 176.0% 9.31% 80.0% 20.0% 
Growth rates (%)         
L [1] -4.0 0.0 6.3 2.2 15.8 10.25 23.0% 76.5% 
Q / L [2] -8.2 2.8 14.7 5.3 26.7 22.93 13.7% 88.5% 
C / L [2] -13.6 -3.2 12.8 4.0 31.6 26.44 18.4% 79.8% 
K / L [2] -30.5 -10.4 15.9 0.6 44.4 46.54 29.3% 70.1% 
WL / Q share [3] -7.7 0.8 10.3 3.7 28.9 17.94 22.3% 77.1% 
K / C ratio [2] -29.4 -10.1 19.3 1.7 47.9 48.70 28.6% 70.6% 
IK / C ratio [2] -35.6 -13.1 25.3 91.33 3795.5 60.97 33.3% 76.7% 
CK / C ratio [2] -31.5 -14.5 16.8 30.2 1952.0 48.29 9.9% 90.0% 
IBS / C ratio [2] -36.3 -11.1 28.6 65.6 1142.4 64.89 26.3% 73.7% 
ICA / C ratio [2] -32.7 -20.6 11.1 0.5 258.9 43.84 22.0% 87.9% 

Notes: L = number of employees; Q = value added; C = total tangible stock; WL = labour cost; K=IK+IC=IBS+ICA ; K 
= total intangible stock; IK = intellectual capital; CK customer capital; IBS = intangible assets; ICA = intangible assets 
estimated from expenditures; see Table 2 for definitions. Intangibles capitalised from expenses (ICA) are estimated at 
replacement values, and both intangible and tangible assets (IBS and C) are at book values, as in columns (1) of Table 3. 
All the stocks are measured at the beginning of the year. 
Decomposition of variability is between firm and within firm and year (as obtained in a two-way fixed-effects model). 
All the level-statistics are computed on NT=94,968 (total number of observations), N=14,254 (total number of firms), 
T =6.7 (average number of years): zeros in intangible capital stocks are included in the computation. Growth rates are 
calculated as the first differences of logarithms. When only the first year of each firm is lost, as in L, Q/L, , C/L, and 
WL/Q share cases, we have NT=80,714, N=14,254 and T =5.7. Growth rates of intangibles are affected to a greater 
extent by the presence of zeros: NT=70,567, N=12,748 and T =5.5 for K/L and K/C ratios; NT=67,446, N=12,232 and 
T =5.5 for CK/C ratio; NT=60,535, N=11,775 and T =5.1 for IK/C ratio; NT=60,201, N=11,919 and T =5.1 for IBS/C 
ratio; NT=48,339, N=8,034 and T =6.0 for ICA/C ratio. 
[1] The number of employees is the average number of workers during the accounting year when this information is 
available (42% of total observations); when it is not available, we use the number of employees reported by the firms at 
the end of the accounting year (58% of total observations). When both definitions are available (20% of total 
observations) the difference is usually small. 
[2] In millions of Italian Lire at 1995 prices.  
[3] Shares are computed by using variables at current prices. 
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Table 7 a- Pooled estimates of the γγγγ and ζζζζ parameters 
 

 
Elasticity of output with respect to 

intangible capital 
Marginal productivity of intangibles over 

that of tangibles 

OLS 
(NT=66953) γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3) ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3) 

No constant returns to scale: 

Multiplicative 
0.025 

(0.001) 
0.025 

(0.001) 
0.025 

(0.001) 
0.875 

(0.034) 
3.097 

(0.120) 
11.422 
(0.442) 

Additive[1] 
0.004 

(0.000) 
0.013 

(0.001) 
0.038 

(0.002) 
1.365 

(0.063) 
1.365 

(0.063) 
1.365 

(0.063) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.014 

(0.001) 
0.025 

(0.001) 
0.041 

(0.002) 
1.480 

(0.053) 
2.783 

(0.099) 
5.345 

(0.190) 

Total factor productivity:[3] 

Multiplicative 
0.070 

(0.001) 
0.070 

(0.001) 
0.070 

(0.001) 
1.052 

(0.017) 
3.722 

(0.060) 
13.729 
(0.219) 

Additive[1] 
0.009 

(0.000) 
0.030 

(0.001) 
0.087 

(0.002) 
1.395 

(0.031) 
1.395 

(0.031) 
1.395 

(0.031) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.035 

(0.001) 
0.062 

(0.001) 
0.101 

(0.002) 
1.693 

(0.026) 
3.184 

(0.049) 
6.115 

(0.095) 

 

Table 7 b- First-differences estimates of γγγγ and ζζζζ parameters 
 

 
Elasticity of output with respect  to 

intangible capital 
Marginal productivity of intangibles over 

that of tangibles 

First-differences  
(NT=55425) γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3) ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3) 

No constant returns to scale: 

Multiplicative 
0.012 

(0.003) 
0.012 

(0.003) 
0.012 

(0.003) 
0.752 

(0.185) 
2.661 

(0.653) 
9.815 

(2.408) 

Additive[1] 
0.001 

(0.000) 
0.003 

(0.001) 
0.009 

(0.003) 
0.536 

(0.180) 
0.536 

(0.180) 
0.536 

(0.180) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.005 

(0.001) 
0.009 

(0.003) 
0.015 

(0.004) 
1.013 

(0.263) 
1.906 

(0.495) 
3.661 

(0.952) 

Total factor productivity:[3] 

Multiplicative 
0.101 

(0.003) 
0.101 

(0.003) 
0.101 

(0.003) 
1.686 

(0.059) 
5.964 

(0.208) 
21.997 
(0.768) 

Additive[1] 
0.012 

(0.001) 
0.040 

(0.002) 
0112 

(0.006) 
1.951 

(0.100) 
1.951 

(0.100) 
1.951 

(0.100) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.049 

(0.002) 
0.084 

(0.003) 
0.131 

(0.005) 
2.472 

(0.101) 
4.650 

(0.190) 
8.929 

(0.365) 
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Table 7 c- Within estimates of γγγγ and ζζζζ parameters 
 

 
Elasticity of output with respect to 

intangible capital 
Marginal productivity of intangibles over 

that of tangibles 

Within  
(NT=66953) γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3) ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3) 

No constant returns to scale: 

Multiplicative 
0.008 

(0.002) 
0.008 

(0.002) 
0.008 

(0.002) 
0.400 

(0.101) 
1.414 

(0.357) 
5.214 

(1.316) 

Additive[1] 
0.001 

(0.000) 
0.003 

(0.001) 
0.010 

(0.002) 
0.467 

(0.104) 
0.467 

(0.104) 
0.467 

(0.104) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.005 

(0.001) 
0.008 

(0.002) 
0.015 

(0.003) 
0.744 

(0.140) 
1.400 

(0.262) 
2.688 

(0.504) 

Total factor productivity:[3] 

Multiplicative 
0.071 

(0.002) 
0.071 

(0.002) 
0.071 

(0.002) 
1.062 

(0.036) 
3.757 

(0.127) 
13.856 
(0.467) 

Additive[1] 
0.005 

(0.000) 
0.018 

(0.001) 
0.056 

(0.003) 
0.810 

(0.042) 
0.810 

(0.042) 
0.810 

(0.042) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.029 

(0.001) 
0.052 

(0.002) 
0.087 

(0.003) 
1.381 

(0.054) 
2.598 

(0.102) 
4.989 

(0.196) 

 

Table 7 d- Five-year-differences estimates of γγγγ and ζζζζ parameters 
 

 
Elasticity of output with respect to 

intangible capital 
Marginal productivity of intangibles over 

that of tangibles 

Five-year-
differences  
(NT=5518) 

γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3) ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3) 

No constant returns to scale: 

Multiplicative 
0.009 

(0.005) 
0.009 

(0.005) 
0.009 

(0.005) 
0.413 

(0.223) 
1.461 

(0.790) 
5.388 

(2.915) 

Additive[1] 
0.001 

(0.000) 
0.003 

(0.002) 
0.011 

(0.005) 
0.504 

(0.226) 
0.504 

(0.226) 
0.504 

(0.226) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.005 

(0.002) 
0.009 

(0.004) 
0.016 

(0.007) 
0.748 

(0.300) 
1.407 

(0.564) 
2.701 

(1.084) 

Total factor productivity:[3] 

Multiplicative 
0.064 

(0.005) 
0.064 

(0.005) 
0.064 

(0.005) 
0.944 

(0.084) 
3.339 

(0.298) 
12.314 
(1.098) 

Additive[1] 
0.004 

(0.001) 
0.015 

(0.002) 
0.048 

(0.007) 
0.672 

(0.093) 
0.672 

(0.093) 
0.672 

(0.093) 

CES (ρ = -0.5)[2] 
0.025 

(0.003) 
0.046 

(0.005) 
0.078 

(0.008) 
1.194 

(0.120) 
2.247 

(0.226) 
4.314 

(0.434) 

Notes: 
OLS estimates include industry and temporal dummies; within, first-differences and five year-differences include 
individual and temporal effects. Robust standard errors are shown in brackets. 
[1] Estimates of the production function with additive capital are obtained by an iterative procedure on a first-order 
Taylor-series approximation around an initial value ζ(0). The starting value ζ(0) is selected by a grid search on the ζ 
parameter (see Appendix A1).  
[2] Estimates of the production function with CES capital are obtained by an iterative procedure on a first-order 
Taylor-series approximation around an initial value ϕ(0) with a fixed ρ equal to -0.5. The starting value ϕ(0) is 
selected by a grid search on the ϕ parameter fixing ρ equal to -0.5 (see Appendix A1). 
[3] slmed=0.633 is the sample median of labour cost’s share of value added. 
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Table 8 a- γγγγ and ζζζζ estimates for intellectual capital (IK ) and for customer capital (CK). 
CES capital[1], total factor productivity.[2] 

 

 
Elasticity of output with respect  

to the two types of intangible capital 
Marginal productivity of the two types of intangibles 

over that of tangibles  

 Intellectual capital 
IK   Customer capital 

CK 
Intellectual capital 

IK   Customer capital 
CK 

 

Type of 
estimates γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3)  γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3) ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3)  ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3) MSE 

OLS 
(NT=44096) 

0.016 
(0.001) 

0.029 
(0.001) 

0.049 
(0.002) 

 
0.010 

(0.000) 
0.024 

(0.001) 
0.050 

(0.001) 
2.709 

(0.094) 
5.053 

(0.175) 
9.637 

(0.333) 
 

1.316 
(0.038) 

3.044 
(0.087) 

7.694 
(0.221) 

0.3982 

First-
differences 
(NT=36166) 

0.017 
(0.001) 

0.030 
(0.002) 

0.051 
(0.003) 

 
0.018 

(0.001) 
0.042 

(0.003) 
0.080 

(0.005) 
3.083 

(0.209) 
5.760 

(0.391) 
11.004 
(0.747) 

 
2.368 

(0.148) 
5.390 

(0.337) 
13.472 
(0.842) 

0.2334 

Within 
(NT=44096) 

0.011 
(0.001) 

0.021 
(0.001) 

0.035 
(0.002) 

 
0.013 

(0.001) 
0.030 

(0.002) 
0.061 

(0.003) 
1.935 

(0.124) 
3.609 

(0.249) 
6.884 

(0.475) 
 

1.579 
(0.086) 

3.652 
(0.199) 

9.233 
(0.504) 

0.1948 

Five-year-
differences 
(NT=3452) 

0.011 
(0.002) 

0.020 
(0.004) 

0.035 
(0.006) 

 
0.013 

(0.002) 
0.029 

(0.004) 
0.056 

(0.008) 
1.993 

(0.355) 
3.726 

(0.664) 
7.011 

(1.249) 
 

1.739 
(0.237) 

3.708 
(0.506) 

8.685 
(1.186) 

0.3636 

 

Table 8 b- γγγγ and ζζζζ estimates for intangible assets (IBS) and for intangible capital 
estimated from expensed costs (ICA).  

CES capital[1], total factor productivity.[2] 

 

 
Elasticity of output with respect  

to the two types of intangible capital 
Marginal productivity of the two types of intangibles 

over that of tangibles  

 

Intangible assets 
 
 

IBS 

 

Intangible capital 
estimated from 
expensed costs 

ICA 

Intangible assets 
 
 

IBS 

 

Intangible capital 
estimated from 
expensed costs 

ICA 

 

Type of 
estimates γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3)  γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3) ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3)  ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3) MSE 

OLS 
(NT=24395) 

0.015 
(0.001) 

0.026 
(0.001) 

0.043 
(0.002) 

 
0.035 

(0.001) 
0.063 

(0.002) 
0.103 

(0.003) 
2.682 

(0.147) 
5.007 

(0.274) 
9.341 

(0.511) 
 

1.412 
(0.037) 

2.720 
(0.072) 

5.451 
(0.144) 

0.3839 

First-
differences 
(NT=20184) 

0.012 
(0.001) 

0.022 
(0.002) 

0.036 
(0.004) 

 
0.039 

(0.003) 
0.070 

(0.005) 
0.112 

(0.008) 
2.295 

(0.230) 
4.264 

(0.427) 
7.971 

(0.797) 
 

1.617 
(0.115) 

3.125 
(0.223) 

6.259 
(0.446) 

0.2350 

Within 
(NT=24395) 

0.011 
(0.001) 

0.020 
(0.002) 

0.033 
(0.003) 

 
0.028 

(0.002) 
0.051 

(0.003) 
0.086 

(0.005) 
1.916 

(0.167) 
3.576 

(0.312) 
6.672 

(0.583) 
 

1.059 
(0.065) 

2.040 
(0.125) 

4.088 
(0.251) 

0.1988 

Five-year-
differences 
(NT=2026) 

0.013 
(0.003) 

0.021 
(0.005) 

0.036 
(0.008) 

 
0.018 

(0.003) 
0.035 

(0.006) 
0.062 

(0.011) 
1.877 

(0.433) 
3.503 

(0.807) 
6.206 

(1.431) 
 

1.092 
(0.187) 

2.133 
(0.366) 

4.551 
(0.781) 

0.3720 

Notes: 
OLS estimates include industry and temporal dummies; within, first-differences and five-year-differences include 
individual and temporal effects. Robust standard errors are shown in brackets. 
[1] Estimates of the production function with CES capital are obtained using a grid search on the ϕ1 and ϕ2 
parameters by setting ρ equal to -0.5. Standard errors of the ϕ1 and ϕ2 parameters are obtained by using the Gauss-
Newton regression derived by a first-order Taylor-series approximation around the minimum residual sum of 
squares estimates of the ϕ1 and ϕ2 parameters (see Appendix A1); ϕ1 =0.4 and ϕ2 =0.5 in Table 8a and ϕ1 =0.5 and 
ϕ2 =0.6 in Table 8b. 
[2] slmed=0.638 and slmed=0.633 are the sample medians of labour costs’ share of value added in parts a and b of 
Table 8, respectively. 
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Table 8 c- γγγγ and ζζζζ estimates for intellectual capital (IK ) and for customer capital (CK). 

CES capital[1], total factor productivity.[2]  Sub-samples 
 

  
Elasticity of output with respect to the two types of 

intangible capital 
Marginal productivity of the two types of intangibles 

over that of tangibles   
  Intellectual capital IK  Customer capital CK Intellectual capital IK  Customer capital CK   
        

  
       

 Samples[3] γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3)  γγγγ(Q1) γγγγ(med) γγγγ(Q3) ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3)  ζζζζ(Q1) ζζζζ(med) ζζζζ(Q3) MSE 

      
Table 8a 0.011 0.021 0.035 0.013 0.030 0.061 1.935 3.609 6.884 1.579 3.652 9.233 0.1948 
(NT=44096) 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.003 0.124 0.249 0.475 0.086 0.199 0.504   
      
Man. + Ser. 0.011 0.02 0.034 0.000 0.006 0.017 1.189 2.201 4.055 2.664 6.384 15.875 0.2307 
(NT=18400) 0.002 0.004 0.008 0.000 0.001 0.004 0.26 0.481 0.885 0.628 1.506 3.744   

[4]  lower lower lower lower lower lower higher higher higher   
      
R&D ext. 0.018 0.031 0.057 0.000 0.009 0.027 2.137 4.168 7.433 3.903 8.981 21.997 0.2390 
(NT=2229) 0.008 0.013 0.024 0.000 0.004 0.012 0.906 1.768 3.153 1.717 3.951 9.676   

 [4] higher higher higher higher higher higher higher higher   
      
R&D out. 0.032 0.058 0.103 0.000 0.008 0.026 3.253 6.413 12.779 2.813 8.153 18.515 0.2526 
(NT=819) 0.016 0.03 0.053 0.000 0.006 0.021 1.678 3.309 6.593 2.248 6.516 14.798   

 [4] higher higher higher higher higher higher   
      
R&D per. 0.009 0.016 0.028 0.000 0.008 0.024 0.919 1.717 3.028 2.268 5.616 15.914 0.2412 
(NT=1392) 0.006 0.01 0.018 0.000 0.003 0.010 0.576 1.076 1.898 0.958 2.372 6.721   
                                

 
Notes: 
Within estimates include individual and temporal effects. Robust standard errors are shown in brackets. 
[1] Estimates of the production function with CES capital are obtained using a grid search on the ϕ1 and ϕ2 
parameters by setting ρ equal to -0.5. Standard errors of the ϕ1 and ϕ2 parameters are obtained by using the Gauss-
Newton regression derived by a first-order Taylor-series approximation around the minimum residual sum of 
squares estimates of the ϕ1 and ϕ2 parameters (see Appendix A1). 
[2] Along the rows slmed=0.638, slmed=0.684, slmed=0.668, slmed=0.641, and slmed=0.659 are the sample 
medians of labour costs’ share of value added. 
[3] Sample definitions:  
Table 8a: same estimates of Table 8a for manufacturing companies, 1982-1999 period, zero intangibles cases 
dropped, book values for capital inputs, CADS data; ϕ1 =0.5 and ϕ2 =0.6. 
Man. + Ser.: manufacturing and service firms, 1984-2010 period, zero intangibles cases captured by specific 
dummies, replacement values for capital inputs, match of CADS and SIM data; ϕ1 =0.4 and ϕ2 =0.5. 
R&D ext.: firms that used the support functions IT and telecommunications, engineering and design, and R&D 
and related services performed by outsourcers (the provider is another firm, such as non-group firms, Italian and 
foreign universities and research centres); ϕ1 =0.7 and ϕ2 =0.8. 
R&D out.: firms that outsourced the support functions to a company localized in another region of Italy, or in a 
EU country (on 31-12-2003), or in other European country, or in China/India, or in USA/Canada, or in the rest of 
the world (the excluded case is that of being localized in the same region of Italy); ϕ1 =1.2 and ϕ2 =0.7 
R&D per.: companies that declared to have a non-zero number of senior managers (included shareholders or 
owners if they have a managerial role) and of junior managers assigned to R&D/planning function; ϕ1 =0.3 and ϕ2 
=0.5. 
[4] higher (lower) means significantly higher (lower) at 5%. 
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APPENDIX Tables  

 

 
Table A1: Classification of observations by size and industry. 

 
 HT+MHT MLT LT Total 

         

Numbers of employees         

5-19 2511 (2.64%) 3600 (3.79%) 6130 (6.45%) 12241 (12.89%) 

20-49 8641 (9.10%) 10635 (11.20%) 13384 (14.09%) 32660 (34.39%) 

50-249 13376 (14.08%) 12537 (13.20%) 16464 (17.34%) 42377 (44.62%) 

≥ 250 3668 (3.86%) 1771 (1.86%) 2251 (2.37%) 7690 (8.10%) 

         

Total 28196 (29.69%) 28543 (30.06%) 38229 (40.25%) 94968 (100%) 

Notes: 
Firms are classified along the rows according to their global technological intensity at the 4-digits level 
(HT+MHT = high and medium-high intensity; MLT = medium-low intensity; LT = low intensity). In particular: 
High intensity industries (HT) are Aerospace, Computer, Electronics, Pharmaceutical; Medium-High intensity 
(MHT) industries are Scientific Instruments, Motor vehicles, Electric machinery, Chemicals, Other transport 
equipment, Non-electric machinery; Medium-Low intensity (MLT) industries are Rubber-plastic, Shipbuiding, 
Other manufacturing, Non-ferrous metal, Non-metallic mineral, Fabricated metal, Petroleum, Ferrous metal;  Low 
intensity (LT) industries are Paper-printing, Textile-clothing, Food-tobacco, Wood. 
Along the columns, firms are classified according to the number of employees. 
The number of employees is the average number of workers employed during the accounting year when this 
information is available (42% of total observations); otherwise, we use the number of employees reported by the 
firms at the end of the accounting year (58% of total observations). The difference between the two definitions 
(when both available, 20% of total observations) is usually small. 
 

 
  

 


